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UNA Supreme Assembly concludes annual meeting
Awards record S31,750 in scholarships and S27,500 for national causes
KERHONKSON, NY. - The UNA
Supreme Assembly awarded a record
total of S31,750 for scholarships to
Ukrainian students and voted to allo
cate S27.500 in donations to national
causes during the concluding sessions of
its annual meetings held May
12-16 here at the UNA estate Soyuzivka.
The Supreme Assembly, the UNA's
highest governing body between quad
rennial conventions, also approved
resolutions and recommendations
„-SjUrfU^serve as guidelines for UNA
activity in 1980-81, as well as a budget of
оувЙЇ7 million.
:
`' "`During the fourth day of delibera
tions, Thursday, May 15, members of
the UNA Supreme Assembly heard
addresses by^ James Ballew, fraternal
insurance counselor and editor of the
Fraternal Monitor, associations, on the
seven principal threats to fraternal
insurance societies; and filmmaker
Slavko Nowytski on the possibility of
using the film medium to popularize the
IJNA activities.
The committees on scholarships,
youth, sports, women, senior citizens,
cultural matters, Canadian affairs,
organizing matters, press and public
relations, financial matters and resolu
tions continued their separate meetings
on Thursday. Each committee prepared
recommendations and resolutions
which were presented to the entire
Supreme Assembly for approval the
following day.
The traditional banquet for Supreme
Assembly members and invited guests
was held that evening. Stephan
Kuropas, honorary member of the
Supreme Assembly, served as master of
ceremonies. During the banquet. Su
preme Assembly members greeted
newly elected^Svoboda editor-in-chief
Zenon Snylyk. his wife Yaroslava and
daughter Christina. Mr. Snylyk
thanked the participants for their
support and confidence in electing him
editor.
—
Friday's agenda included reports of
the various committee and the approval
of a budget, resolutions and recom
mendations.
Greetings, recommendations and
resolutions of the UNA Supreme
Assembly appear on pages 11-12 of
this issue.
'

The Supreme Assembly voted to
present scholarships to 136 students out
of the 150 who applied for the 1980-81
awards.
Also approved were contributions of
S3.500 to Ukrainian Churches; S3.350
to community organizations; S13,450 to
scholarly institutions; S2.600 to cultural

Members of the UNA Supreme Assemblyinstitutions; S500 to aid organizations;
53,800 to youth organizations: and S300
to other national causes.
At the conclusion of the Friday's
session. Supreme President John Flis

The annual meeting was officially
thanked the participants of the annual
meeting for their constructive criticism, adjourned with a prayer recited by the
recommendations and commendations, Very Rev. Protopresbyter Stephan
and especially for the fraternal spirit he Bilak, UNA Supreme Auditor, and the
said pervaded this year's Supreme singing of the Ukrainian national
anthem by all present.
Assembly meeting.

Vasyl Stus arrested for anti-Soviet activity

Vasyl Stus
PARIS - Vasyl Stus, 42, a member.
of the Kiev Helsinki group, was recently
rcarresled by the KGB and charged with
"anti-Soviet agitation-and propaganda"
under Article 62 of the Criminal Code,
of the Ukrainian SSR Agence France
Presse reported on May 19.
In New York, the Committee for the
Defense of Soviet Political Prisoners
asked attorney Arie Bucheister to head
Stus` defense, and he promptly agreed
to review the case. The committee also

notified the International PEN Club,
asking them to intervene on Stus'
behalf.
Stus, a leading Ukrainian poet and
literary critic, has signed many dissident
documents circulated in the samvydav,
and his work has appeared in the
clandestine Ukrainian Herald.
Following his arrest, KGB operatives
searched his home and confiscated
volumes of his poetry and other docu
ments. Stus faces a possible term of 10
years of imprisonment and five years of
exile.
Stus has long been involved in the
struggle for human and national rights.
and has a long history of KGB persecu
tion.
After graduating from a pedagogical
institute. Stus served in the Soviet army
before enrolling as a degree candidate in
the literature institute of the Ukrainian
Academy of Sciences. His early poetry
was published in 1959 in various Ukrai
nian periodicals, and by 1963 his major
works began to appear in Dnipro. a
major literary journal.
In 1965, risking his growing reputa
tion as a major poet, Stus became
immersed in the struggle for human
rights, writing numerous appeals on
behalf of persecuted Ukrainian nation
alists and other dissidents. In the same
year, along the Ivan Dziuba, he inter
rupted a screening at the Ukraina

theater in Kiev, and urged his fellow
Kievans to speak out against the secret
arrests and closed trials of the "Shestydesiatnykiy" which had just begun in
Ukraine.
As a result of the theater incident,
Stus was expelled from the literature
institute and was not allowed to com
plete his dissertation. His poetry, once
highly regarded, suddenly disappeared
from the pages of the Soviet Writer, and
within a year he lost his position as
graduate researcher at the National
Historical Archives.
Forced to seek employment as a
manual laborer, Stus worked mainly on
subway construction projects, but he
was quickly fired - ostensibly because
he was working outside his profession.
In 1972. Stus joined the Citizen's
Committee in the Defense of Nina
Strokata, political activist and the wife
of Sviatoslav Karavansky. who had
(Continued on page 2)
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Badzio's wife details his plight
in appeal to world's intellectuals
NEW YORK - Svitlana Kyrychenko, wife of Yuriy Badzio, issued an
appeal on January S, 1980, to the
International Association of Jurists,
Amnesty International, the PEN Club,
writer Heinrich Boell, and to all intel
lectuals, calling attention to the plight
of her husband who has been sentenced
to 12 years in prison camps and exile.
The text of the appeal was released
here by the press service of the Ukraini
an Supreme Liberation Council
(abroad).
?
Kyrychenko says that Badzio con
tested the testimony of a KGB opera
tive, Ihor Buchynsky, who maintained
that 10 years ago he saw Dziuba`s
"Internationalism, or Russification" in
Badzio's apartment. No one besides
Buchynsky saw the book, nor was the
book found when Badzio's home was
searched in 1972. Nevertheless, Dziu
ba`s book, a planted copy, was used as
evidence against him, wrote Kyry
chenko.
An apartment seach conducted in
1972 came up with a letter by Badzio to
the Sixth Conference of Ukrainian
Writers. For eight years this letter was
not considered a dangerous anti-Soviet
document, Kyrychenko noted, but
when charges were needed in order to
arrest Badzio, this letter was used as
incriminating evidence. The letter's
alleged anti-Soviet character was attri
buted to the fact that this letter was
mentioned on a Radio Liberty broad
cast, and that in this letter Badzio refers
to the "future anti-Soviets" — Ivan
Svitlychny and Vasyl Stus.
Once again, a similar procedure was
used with the pamphlet "Denation
alization of the Ukrainians and Byelo
russians by the Poles" (Lviv, 1937)
which went unnoticed during the first
two searches (1972,1979); it was only on
the third search (April 1979) that it was
made use of by authorities, said Bad

zio's wife. A KGB agent. V.I.Sanko,
"proved" that Badzio was influenced
by, and modeled his own work, "The
Right to Live," on this brochure which
deals with the assimilation policy of
Polish chauvinists. Although neither
direct quotations nor references to this
brochure were to be found in Badzio's
work, Sanko claimed that Badzio's
"slanderous attack" on the nationali
ties policy of the Communist Party of
the Soviet Union was patterned on that
of this pamphlet. Even the titled was
ascribed to this source whereas, in fact,
the title for Badzio's work came from
Tychyna and was used as an epigraph in
the work: "To live — one need not ask
permission..."
Badzio was ultimately charged with:
having "harbored for dissemination"
anti-Soviet materials (the typed script
of Mykola Rudenko`s "Economic Mo
nologues," which he had not yet even
read) and for having "prepared" and
"disseminated" anti-Soviet materials
(the second manuscript of his own work
"The Right to Live").
Kyrychenko also noted in her appeal
that she was not allowed to attend the
"open" trial of her husband and was not
even allowed to be present at the
sentencing.
When she was called in to testify,
Kyrychenko — after being harassed by
the judge — declined to do so, citing the
fact that the trial was in fact a closed one
as grounds for her refusal. Shedemandr
ed that the reasons for her refusal be
recorded in the transcript of the trial;
later she learned that this was not done.
Kyrychenko said that the court room
was filled with a select audience of "on
lookers."
According to Kyrychenko, Badzio
was sentenced for "an unfinished manu
script," which was an "analysis of the
theory and practice of Soviet so
cialism."

Swiss appeal for Gleb Yakunin
ZURICH, Switzerland. - Over 900
Swiss clergymen, and professors and
students of theology have joined Christian Solidarity International in an
appeal to Leonid Brezhnev, the leader
of the. Communist Party, to release

Vasyl Stus...
(Continued from page 1)

Orthodox Priest Gleb Yakunin and
members of the Orthodox Youth
Seminaries, reported the East/West
News Service, an international Chris
tian agency.
Father Yakunin a victim of
the "purge" the Soviet authorities
have started in the last few-months
against over 40 advocates of religious
freedom and dignity. He is one of the
founder-members of the Committee for
the Defense of the Rights of Believers in
the USSR.
Since his arrest on November 1,1979,
the Rev. Yakunin has been in the
Lefortovo Prison in Moscow, accord
ing to CSI officials.

been sentenced to four years imprison
ment under Article 62 earlier that year.
Because of his political activities,
Stus himself was arrested along with
other representatives of the Ukrainian
intelligensia and also charged under
Article 62, the all-embracing clause in
the criminal code which allows authori
ties to detain dissenters on the pretext of
maintaining national security. During
his trial, authorities tried to certify Stus
insane. Part of his "crime" was' the
publication of two collections of his
poetry in the West. He was eventually . NEW YORK - A teacher from
sentenced to five years in a concentra Odessa, Monakov. was sentenced to
tion camp and three years in exile.
five years of imprisonment for allegedly
Upon completion of his camp term having shown caricatures of Brezhnev
and exile, Stus returned to Kiev. In 1978 when on an outing with his students,
he was reviled and branded a fascist by reported the press service of the Ukrai
the local press. Undaunted, he contin nian Supreme Liberation Council
ued to sign open letters and appeals to (abroad).
Monakov was known to have had
protest the arrests of Ukrainian nation
alists and human rights activists, and in contact with Leonid Siry, the Ukrainian
particular, made an impassioned appeal worker from Odessa, who made nu
for the then-imprisoned Valentyn merous efforts to gain emigration rights
for his family.
Moroz.
Monakov was a teacher at the school
In the fall of 1979, Stus joined the
in which Siry's children were enrolled.
Ukrainian Helsinki group.

Odessa teacher
sentenced for
Brezhnev caricatures
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WCFU fund-raising drive
For the past four years the months of May and June have been designated
by the UCCA for the fund-raising drive for the World Congress of Free
Ukrainians (WCFU) the highest representative organization of Ukrainians in
the free world.
,The WCFU was established in 1967 in New York as a world body of free
Ukrainians. It comprises hundreds of central organizations of free
Ukrainians in some 20 countries in Europe. North and South America and
in Australia. The second WCFU was held in 1973 in Toronto and the third
congress was held in 1978 in New York.
Ukrainians outside Ukraine may be surprised at the amount of publicity
the WCFU is getting in Ukraine and other parts of the USSR.
Ever since the last WCFU congress, the USSR Mission to the United
Nations and a number of Ukrainian-language organs in Ukraine have been
assailing the world congress and its two principal pillars - the UCCA in the
United States and the Ukrainian Canadian Committee in Canada. Such
Communist organs as Literaturna Ukraina and Radianska Ukraina, and
magazines, such as Vsesvit, Zhovten and Perets are replete with scathing
articles and caricatures of the WCFU, UCCA and UCC.
The question arises: Why has the Kremlin chosen the WCFU as its target
for continuous attacks and condemnation?
The answer is a simple one: The WCFU is a powerful symbol of Ukrainian
unity and of the national and political aspirations of the Ukrainian people,
something that Moscow considers a threat to (its Russian Communist)
colonial domination in Ukraine!
In the summer of 1979, 18 Ukrainian political prisoners in the USSR sent a
memorandum to the United Nations. They not only condemned the Soviet
government for its brutal and inhuman oppression in Ukraine, but they also
stated that the WCFU should in fact represent the Ukrainian nation at the
United Nations - not the spurious representation of the so-called Ukrainian
SSR. They wrote:
"...We authorize the president of the World Congress of Free Ukrainians to
implement the range of diplomatic and other efforts that are necessary for the
secession of Ukraine from the USSR and the establishment of an independent
Ukrainian state..."
This is why the Kremlin is waging an incessant propaganda war against the
WCFU and its constituent members in the free world.
This only serves for us as an added proof that the WCFU is a much-needed
and invaluable organization. It is why the Ukrainian community in`the
United States must give it a full measure of moral and financial, support.
The UCCA is sending out 18,000 individual appeals and hundreds of lists
for I/CCA. branch collectors, together with posters and other materials.
Therefore, we appeal to each and every one of you to perform your
patriotic duty and selflessly donate to the WCFU! Your contribution will help
the WCFU to carry on its important efforts for the benefit of our community
here and for the assistance of our kin fighting for the liberation of Ukraine.
We believe that our community will respond generously to the WCFU,
appeal and will help the WCFU to become an even greater "thorn in the'
Soviet side" than it has been thus far.
Above all, your contribution will be a meaningful commitment to the cause
of freedom and independence of Ukraine.
Executive Board of the Ukrainian Congress Committee of America

Chornovil confined in solitary as investigation proceeds
NEW YORK - Vyacheslav Chor
novil has been transferred to ВоІ–
shaa Markha, Yakutsk ASSR, where he
has been plated in solitary confinement
while investigation of his case is being
conducted.
As the press service of the Ukrainian
Supreme Liberation Council (abroad)
has previously reported, Chornovil was
sentenced in 1972 to seven years'impri
sonment and six years' internal exile.
On April 8, he was taken from Niurba,
Yakutsk ASSR, where he was serving
his term of exile, to Myrnyi where he

was arrested on charges of attempted
rape. This is hot the first attempt by
Soviet authorities to discredit rights
activists.
In mid-April, Chornovil was taken
from Myrnyi to Markha. Shortly there
after, Chornovil`s wedding band and
watch were returned to his wife Atena
by Chomovil's lawyer Vornvov. Chor
novil`s wife was given to understand
that any inquiries on her part as to the
fate of her husband would only be met
upon fter coming to Yakutsk in person.
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Reagan, Aiello, other officials to attend Philadelphia Ukrainians meet with
U.N. rights commission representative
N.J. Ukrainian Festival on May 31
CARTERET. N.J. - Former Gov. 4 p.m. will be presented on the grand
Ronald Reagan, candidate for the stage of the arts center and will be
Republican presidential nomination, hosted by Cecil Semchyshyn, who has
will attend the sixth Ukrainian Festival emceed the concert programs in previ
at the Garden State Arts Center on ous years. Joining Mr. Semchyshyn in
Saturday, May 31.
the program will be singers Ed Evanko
News of his attendance was reported and Irena Welhasch, bandurist Peter
by Ray Donovan, political co-chairman Kosyk, Chicago SUM-A 50-member
and fianance director of the Reagan Ukraine dance ensemble under the
campaign in New Jersey.
direction of Evhen Litvinov, Philadel
"According to Mr. Donovan, Mr. phia's Dancing Sopilka, and popular
Reagan has said that it would be a great bands Tempo and Rushnychok.
honor to attend the sixth Ukrainian
As of May 21, less than 1,000 tickets
Festival.
(out of a total of 5,000) tickets remained
Mr. Jakubowycz announced that the for the evening concert. Additionally,
following government officials will also there will be lawn seats available on the
attend: Dr. Stephen Aiello, special day of the performance. For ticket
assistant to the president for ethnic information call ticket chairman Mi
affairs, and his assistant, Natalie Sluzar, chael Iwanciw: (201) 352-8257 or 761Rep. Edward Patten (D-N.J.) and Perth 5977.
Amboy Mayor`George Otlowski.
The sixth Ukrainian Festival, which
The festival officially opens at 11 will open this year's summer series of
a.m., with an afternoon program com ethnic festivals at the Garden State Arts
mencing at 12:30 p.m. Scheduled to Center, has already received a lot of
appear in the afternoon program are: press coverage in New Jersey.
Sonya Gural and her marionnettes,
According to Roman Juzeniw, public
popular bands Iskra and Chervona relations chairman, emphasis is being
Kalyna. and several young groups of placed on drawing not only a large
dancers, singers and bandurists, .who Ukrainian crowd, but on drawing a
will be featured in a talent contest.
large non-Ukrainian crowd, "so that
Admission to the afternoon pro they can learn more about Ukraine and
grams and festivities is free of charge. Ukrainians. Our main objective is to
There .is also plenty of free parking salute the rich cultural heritage of the
Ukrainian people."
space.
(Continued on page 16)
The evening program, due to start at

JDL responds to condemnation
by Ukrainian, Jewish groups
PHILADELPHIA - The Jewish
Defense League, in a letter to the
Philadelphia Inquirer published May
14, responded to charges of violence
and lawlessness leveled at the group by
фе Ukrainian Anti-Defamation League
and the American Jewish Committee in
their separate letters published earlier in
the newspaper. Ed Ramov, executive
director of the JDL's Philadelphia
chapter, defended the group's methods,
claiming that violence "is sometimes
necessary" in dealing with Nazis.
The allegations stemmed from an
attack by two JDL members, on two
bystanders following an ApriJ 13 de
monstration outside the home of Serge
Kowalchuk, who the I ")L asserts is a
Nazi war criminal. 7 hi two. assailants
were arrested.

In her letter, Alexandra Shwed,
president of the Ukrainian Anti-Defa
mation League, accused the JDL of
emulating the Nazi Brown Shirts they
claim to abhor.
Robert A. Fox, chairman of the
Philadelphia chapter of the American
Jewish Committee also deplored the
beatings and added that JDL tactics
"clearly violate the laws of this country,
endanger the lives of innocent citizens
and serve to harm those objectives that
the JDL purports to advance."
Below is the full text of Mr. Ramov's
response.
"In respanse-to-recent lettersJiy-Mrs.
Shwed of the Ukrainian defense league
and Mr. Fox of the American Jewish
Committee criticizng the Jewish De-

Members of the Human Rights for Ukraine Committee with Jerome J. Shestack
(fifth from left) during a meeting of the Philadelphia Ukrainian community with
the U.S. representative to the U.N. Human Rights Commission.
PHILADELPHIA - The Philadel
phia Human Rights for Ukraine Com
mittee organized a meeting of the
Ukrainian community with the Ameri
can representative to the Human Rights
Commission at the United Nations,
Jerome Shestack. The meeting took
place on Sunday, April 27, at Manor
Junior College.
The chairperson of the Philadelphia
Human Rights Committee, Ulana Mazurkevich, introduced Mr. Shestack
and briefly told the assembled about
Mr. Shestack's efforts on behalf of
Ukrainian human rights.
Before his appointment to the com
mission at the U.N., Mr. Shestack was
the director of the International League
for Human Rights and was active in
publicizing Soviet non-compliance with
the Helsinki Accords. As director ot the
league Mr. Shestack promoted the case
of Lev Lukianenko with the American
Bar Association, and through his efforts
the International Lawyers League of the
International League for Human
Rights adopted the case of Lukianenko.
The end result was the petition by 250
U.S. lawyers demanding the release of
Lukianenko. Mr. Shestack, together
with the Human Rights for Ukraine
Committee, took the case of Lukianen
ko to the office of Vice President Walter
Mondale.

Shestack spoke up in defense of the
Ukrainian Catholic Church and the
Ukrainian Helsinki monitoring group.
At the conference in Geneva, Mr
Shestack noted that a Ukrainian lobby
was not present, although there were
lobbyists from the other ethnic groups.
He also noted that our Ukrainian
Catholic Church did not have any
representation in Geneva, and he urged
the Ukrainian Church to become in
volved in the defense work.
Mr. Shestack said that the only
information he had received in
reference to Ukrainian human rights
problems was from the Philadelphia
Human Rights Committee. He urged
Ukrainians to lobby at the Madrid
Conference.
Present at the meeting was Nina
Strokata" Karavansky who represented
the Ukrainian Helsinki group. She
urged the assembled to demand from
their government that the topic of
human rights be on the agenda of the
Madrid Conference.
After the speeches of Mr. Shestack
and Mrs. Strokata Karavansky, Dr.
Peter Stercho, head of the Ukrainian
Congress Committee of Philadelphia,
thanked the guests for their excellent
lectures.

At the meeting with the Ukrainian
community, Mr. Shestack shared his
experiences at the Human Rights Con
ference in Geneva, Switzerland. As the
U.S. ambassador to the conference
(Con tinned on page 10)
and as head of the American delegation,
Mr. Shestack had some run-ins with the
Soviets, especially in reference to
WASHINGTON - Seven Ukraini
Andrei Sakharov and the American re
solution condemning the Soviets for ans were among those attending a
White
House briefing (May 6) on
their exile of the dissident.
energy and inflation.
In his keynote address of March 10 to
They were: Camille Smorodsky, New
the delegates of the conference, Mr.
Jersey Governor's Ethnic Advisory
Council, Rutherford. N.J.; Dr. Yaroslaw Stawnychy of Rutherford, N.J.;
Dr. Jurij Trytjak of Maplewood. N.J.;
Dr. Walter Pctryshyn of North Bruns
wick, N.J.; Taras Szmagala of Вгеск–
ville, Ohio: Taras Modncy of Cleve
DETROIT - Democrat John Kor land, Ohio; and Dr. Zofia Sywak,
ney will seek nomination in the August director of the Rhode Island Historical
primary election as a Wayne County Resources Survey, of Providence. R.I.
commissioner from District 17 —
northwest Detroit.
Principal speakers at the energy
Mr. Korney has 12 years of experi conference were: Anne Wexler, assis
ence on the county's legislative body - tant to the president; Charles Schultz,
seven years with the former Board of chairman of the Council of Economic
Supervisors, and five years on the Advisors; Kitty Schirmer. associate
Board of Commissioners.
director of natural resources, energy
He serves on the board's Ways and and science of the Office Management
Detroit-Wayne and Budget.
Leaders of ethnic and fraternal organizations attended a White House conference Means Committee,
on April 11 and were addressed by President Jimmy Carter. The president later County Criminal Justice System Co
President Jimmy Carter gave a pre
ordinating
Council
and
the
Human Re
personally greeted each participant of the.conference. In the photo above Mr.
sentation during the energy conference.
sources Committee.
Carter meets UNA Supreme President John Flis.

Ukrainians attend
energy conference
at White House

Flis greeted by Carter

Commissioner Korney
seeks re-election
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Bishop Losten, LUC say
Newsweek article is misleading
JERSEY CITY, N.J. - Bishop Basil
H. Losten and the League of Ukrainian
Catholics of America sent separate
letters to the editors of Newsweek
magazine in response to the article "The
Vatican's Hold on the Ukrainians"
which appeared in the April 7 issue.
The article in question called atten
tion to the recent history of the Soviet
Union's official liquidation (1946) and
continued repression of the Ukrainian
Catholic Church's hierarchy, clergy and
faithful. The focus .was on the historic
synod of Ukrainian`Catholic bishops
convened by Pope John Paul II on
March 24, at which Archbishop Муго–
slav I. Lubachivsky. was elected coadju
tor with the right of succession to
Cardinal Josyf Slipyj. The significance
of these events was discussed within the
context of the status of Ukrainians as
Eastern Rite Catholics.
Both Bishop Losten of the Stamford
Eparchy and the league contended that
certain issues in the article had been
misrepresented and were misleading.
The first point of contention centered
on the statement that "Ukrainians, like
other Eastern Rite Catholics (such as
Armenians and Melchites), are regard
ed by Rome as second-classcitizens."ln
this context, the article went on to speak
of the Ukrainian Catholic Church's
gradual loss of its "Eastern preroga
tives" — among the most important
being the tradition of synodal selfgovernment.
Bishop Losten took issue with the
interpretation given in the article to the
significance of this historic synod. He
sees it as "the decision of Pope John
Paul II to grant the Ukrainian Catholic
Church in spite of the fact that its head
is residing outside the historical terri
tory of the Church."
In addition. Bishop Losten pointed
out that "the 18 Ukrainian Catholic
dioceses on four continents have now
been juridically united into one Church.
Even though the rank of a patriarchate
has not yet been^ranted, the Ukrainian
Catholic Church enjoys the same legal
status enjoyed by other Eastern Cath
olic patriarchates in tespect to the
dioceses and faithful outside the-patriarchate. Limitations of 'self-govern
ment' of the U krainian Catholic Church
are identical with other Eastern Cath
olic patriarchates."
Another point of contention was the
Vatican's foreign policy in Eastern
Europe. The article stated that "Vatican
diplomats contend that an`autonomous
Ukrainian Catholic Church would
stand in the way of their foreign policy
in Eastern Europe and frustrate the
Polish pope's goal of internal Church
unity. They argue that the creation of a
Ukrainian Catholic patriarchate would
seriously jeopardize Rome's policy of
detente with Moscow, which regards
the underground Church as the chief

Kobzar choir
slates concert
LOS ANGELES - The Kobzar
Ukrainian National Choir of Los Ange
les, conducted by Wolodymyr Bozyk,
will perform here in concert at Immacu
late Heart College on Sunday, June 8.
The program is scheduled to begin at
7:30 p.m. at the college. 2021 North
Western Ave.. corner of Franklin
Avenue.
Tickets are available from choir
members, at area Ukrainian churches or
the Ukrainian Culture Center. (213)
665-3703.
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Lubachivsky appeals for funds
to decorate Philadelphia cathedral

source and symbol of Ukrainian nation
alism."
On this point. Bishop Losten`s retort
was that "though the pope did not wish
to antagonize any of the non-Catholic
Churches, he was well aware that the
concession made to the Ukrainian
Catholics in the free world could not but
displease the Russian patriarchate of
Moscow, and a protest was lodged at
once by Metropolitan Filaret of Kiev."
The league also took issue with the
designation of Ukrainian Catholics as
"second-class citizens,"citing the honor
and recognition accorded the Ukrainian
Church upon the pontiffs recent visit to
the United States. "The pope had a
chance to ignore the Ukrainians with
good reason in his October 1979 trip to
the United States, i.e., an extremely
tight schedule. However, of the very few
invitations (out of hundreds which the
pope received) His Holiness decided-to
accept one to the Ukrainian Catholic
Cathedral in Philadelphia, Pa. To us
that meant an elevation to honored
status rather than a lower-class ranking
in the eyes of the Vatican."

PHILADELPHIA - Archbishop
Myroslav Lubachivsky has issued an
appeal to the faithful of the Philadel
phia Ukrainian Catholic archeparchy
regarding the completion of the Cathe
dral of Our Lady's Immaculate Con
ception.
The archbishop points out that the
late Archbishop Ambrose expended
much time and money in the cathedral's
construction but never saw all of its
related projects to completion. There is
need for a suitable iconostas, icons to
enhance the bare walls, stained glass
windows and mosaics, he said.
Archbishop Lubachivsky recalled the
recent visit of Pope John Paul II to the
cathedral: "It seemed that he (the pope)
wanted to prolong his brief visit here.
Just prior to his departure, once again
he turned around outside the cathedral
and, lifting his hands as if to bid it
farewell, he blessed it."
In addition to interior completion,
there are plans to build an Archdiocesan Chancery Office as well as a
residence for the metropolitan-archbi
shop and a place for guest bishops. One
Furthermore, the LUC claimed building is being contempleted to fill all
that there is widespread support for the these varied needs.
outcome of this synod: "If a scientific,
Another project entails plans to
poll of a cross-section of the Ukrainian construct a much-needed nursing home.
Catholics was taken, we are certain The archbishop pointed out: "We must
that an overwhelming majority of the care for our people. We are contemplat
Church's members would regard the ing at present the buifding of a 120-bed
results of the recent synod of the skilled nursing home with the help of a
worldwide Ukrainian bishops as a joint loan from the Philadelphia Hospitals'
triumph for 'Rome' and the Ukrainian Authority. Nonetheless,' initially we
Catholics, rather than as a defeat for must have working capital so as to
Ukrainians, and for the continuation of begin the operation of the facility with
their Church's full partnership with all our own funds. Again I turn to you to
other rites."
aid us so that we may be able to
Finally, Bishop Losten and the league complete this project in the very near
came out strongly against the apparent future so that your aged parents will
denigration of the abilities and choice of
Metropolitan Lubachivsky as succe,ssor to Cardinal Slipyj.
Obituary
Metropolitan Lubachivsky was refer
red to in the article as "a little-known
chaplain to nuns in the United States
until last year, when the pope personally
appointed him Ukrainian archbishop of
Philadelphia. The pope's message to all
Ukrainian Catholics was clear. Hence
forth, the Vatican will directly control
the Ukrainian Church and see to it that
no one as powerful and popular as
Slipyj emerges as their leader."
With regard to the choice of coadju
tor, both Bishop Losten and the LUC
pointed out that while it was the pope
who selected Metropolitan Lubachiv
sky, it was the full body of Ukrainian
bishops who had nominated him along
with two other candidates.
In regard to Metropolitan Lubachivsky`s abilities. Bishop Losten cites
the former's educational background: a
Ph.D. in theology from the University
of Innsbruck (Austria): an M.A. in
sacred scripture from the Biblical
Institute in Rome; an M.A. in philo
sophy from the Gregorian University in
Rome; and his extensive pastoral acti
vity: he administered four parishes,
taught various subjects in two colleges,
wrote a number of books for the use of
pastors, was spiritual director in the
major seminary, and worked as associ
Theodore Gil
ate pastor, teacher and administrator of
the parochial school of one of the
LOS VEGAS. Nev. - Theodore Gil.
largest parishes in Cleveland. Ohio, a long-time Svoboda employee, died
from which three other parishes were here May 9. following a brief illness. He
created during his work there (1949-66). was 67.
Mr. Gil. a Svoboda pressman for
The league wrote that "Metropolitan
l.ubachivsky`s depth of learning, dedi over 40 years, first worked at the
cation to his past responsibilities and Svoboda press when he was 15.
exemplary personal life augur well for
In November 1977. Mr. Gil retired
his tenure and stewardship in his new and moved to Las Vegas in order to live
closer to his son.
appointment."

have their own nursing home and would
not have to weary themselves in institu
tions operated by others. In our own
facility with our own Ukrainian doctors
and medical nurses they shall be
able to converse in their own language
and receive the kind of service and
attention they require."
The estimated cost for these projects
is S3 million.
Archbishop Lubachivsky appealed to
the generosity of the people, asking for
voluntary offerings. "In a very short
while we hope to have ready a list of
appointments for the new cathedral,
such as mosaics, icons, tabernacle,
stained glass windows and the like. This
will enable donors, individuals, families
or groups to choose a memorial in the
new cathedral," he wrote in the appeal.
"Due : credit shall be' given by the
erection of memorial plaques bearing
the names of all donors, as a testimony
to the generosity of this generation for
future generations, as well as a constant
reminder to the cathedral fathers to
pray for all the donors and benefactors
and the blessed repose of the souls of
those benefators who have gone.in the
hope of resurrection and eternal life."

Lubachivsky to visit
Ohio parishes

Theodore Gil,
former pressman
at Svoboda

Archbishop Myroslav Lubachivsky
PHILADELPHIA - Archbishop
Myroslav Lubachivsky will arrive on
May 27, in the Cleveland area where he
served as an assistant as Ss.. Peter and
Paul parish (Cleveland) for six years
and taught at St. Josaphat Ukrainian
Catholic School (Parma) before being
transferred to Rome again (1967-68) to
continue his studies.
The Archbishop Lubachivsky`s fiveday reunion with his
former pari
shioners will include visits to St. An
drew's and St. Josaphat`s parishes in
Parma; St. Mary's in east Cleveland; St.
John the Baptist in Lorain: and Ss.
Peter and Paul Parish on Cleveland's
Southwest Side. Each parish has plan
ned welcoming ceremonies for the
archbishop who will be leaving in June
for his new assignment in Rome
Farewells will be extended at local
parish and school functions: a concert
at St. Josaphat Astrodome, Parma on Friday, May 30', at 8 p.m.; a testimo
nial banquet at St. Josaphat on Satur
day. May 31, at 7 p.m.; and a Pontifical
Divine Liturgy at Ss. Peter and Paul
Church oh Sunday, June 1, at 10:30
a.m. Persons wishing to purchase
tickets for the concert or banquet arc
urged to contact the local parishes.
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UNA district committees meet
Buffalo, N. Y.

Rochester, N.Y.

BUFFALO, N.Y. - Roman Копо–
ROCHESTER, N.Y. The Ro
topsky was re-elected chairman of the
chester UNA District held its annual
Buffalo UNA District at its meeting
meeting Saturday, April 26, at the
here on Sunday, April 27.
Ukrainian National Home here and reMr. Konotopsky, district chairman,
elected the entire district executive
opened the annual meeting, welcoming
board.
the branch representatives and extend
Volodymyr Havryliak, the district
ing a special greeting to Wasyl Orichowchairman, opened the annual meeting
sky, UNA Supreme Organizer.
by welcoming the participants and
greeting Wasyl Orichowsky, Supreme
After the reading of the agenda, there
Organizer of the UNA.
was a moment of silence to honor
Dmytro Prystai read the minutes of
deceased members.
the last meeting.
Mr. Konotopsky then proceeded to
Mr. Havryliak delivered the first
give a detailed report on the district's
report, in which he noted that he
activities and duties. Mr. Konotopsky
attended the meeting of district chair
reported that he attended the meeting of
men as well as all UNA and community
d istrict chairmen in Jersey City; went on
events; and that a successful banquet
an organizing trip to Erie, Pa., and
Roman Konotopsky
was held in celebration of the UNA's
maintained contact with the secretaries
of the district branches.
stressed the all-encompassing character 85th anniversary, at which Supreme
Mr. Konotopsky noted that despite of this Ukrainian institution, noting its President John Flis, was present.
Mr. Havryliak reported on the organ
all efforts, the Buffalo District was not apolitical character.
able to fulfill its quota. He said this can
Mr. Orichowsky then congratulated izing campaign, saying that the district
met
its quota by 61.5 percent, organ
be ascribed to the indifference of some Mr. Osyp Hawryluk on his position as
izing 80 new members. All 10 branches
of the secretaries as well as to general the new secretary.
had recruited new members.
financial difficulties, but he added that
Wasyl Sharvan proposed that the
Other officers submitted brief reports
he hopes that the coming year will prove
participants
precede
to
elect
the
officers
after which a discussion was held.
to be more fruitful in this respect.
for
1980-81.
The
following
persons
were
The outgoing board was given a
Furthermore, he noted that the depar
ture of such an efficient secretary as elcted: Mr. Konotopsky, chairman; Mr. unanimous vote of confidence. Mr.
Sharvan,
first
vice
chairman;
R.
SwysOrichowsky then extended a greeting to
Ivan Hawryluk had adverse effects on
the organizing campaign. Mr. Kono turi, second vice chairman; O. Hawry all the participants from the Supreme
luk,
secretary;
Petro
Harawus,
trea
Executive Committee, and he also
topsky pointed out the post wasfilledby
expressed condolences to Constantine
Mr. Hawryluk`s son, and that as ihe surer.
After the elections, there was a Shewchuk whose wife had recently
new secretary, Osyp Hawryluk had
discussion on such matters as: scholar died. M r. Orichowsky proceeded to give
already organized nine new members.
ships, secreterial courses, holiday greet
After the other officers gave their ing cards and aid to elderly members. an overview of the general state of U N A
affairs and congratulated the Roreports, Mr. Orichowsky addressed the
A reception followed the meeting,
participants. He reported on the state of
UNA affairs, reviewing its financial and UNA'ers continued discussions on
status and the organizing campaign/He UJj|A and community matters.

Chicago

Troy, N.Y.

Paul Shewchuk
WATERVL1ET, N.Y. - The Troy
UNA District Committee held its an
nual meeting Sunday, May 4, at the
Ukrainian Club here and re-elected
Paul Shewchuk chairman. There were
22 active members present.
Mr. Shewchuk, district chairman,
opened the meeting by welcoming
Wasyl Orichowsky, UNA Supreme
Organizer, and the participants. The
district's deceased members were then
honored with a moment ,of silence.
Evhen Nabolotny was elected chair
man and Mr. I. Durbak —secretary of
the meeting. Mr. Durbak read the items
on the agenda and the minutes from the
last meeting.

In his presentation, Mr. Shewchuk
reported that the district had gained 34
new members: Watervliet — 12, Am
sterdam - 9, Troy - 9, Cohoes - 4;
and that it had lost 42 members: 12 had
died, and the remainder had either
cancelled or transferred their policies^
General membership stands at 1,400
members: Troy — 399, Amsterdam —
346, Watervliet - 290, Cohoes - 192,
Pittsfield - 54, Hudson: Branch 476 40 members, Branch 477 — 27 mem
bers. Representatives from Pittsfield
and Hudson did not attend the
district meeting.
Mykhailo Savkiv, treasurer, gave the
financial report for the past two years:
credits - S398.68; debits - SI25;
balance - S273.68.
Roman Rakoczy noted that the
organizing campaign has not had very
`good results'. He urged, therefore, that
parents take the initiative and enroll
their children in the UNA.
Mr. A. Urban brought up the matter
of contact between the UNA and its
branches, noting that questions and
concerns of the members have often
gone unanswered. He also commented
on the absence of the representatives
from Pittsfield and Hudson at the
meeting.
Mr. Bilynsky noted that the meetings
had always been poorly attended and
that something had to be done to ensure
greater participation. Mr. Durbak men
tioned the difficulties involved in elect
ing a new board, referring specifically to
the reluctance of the members to accept
nominations.
After the discussion, Mr. Urban,
chairman of the auditing board, deliv
ered his report and proposed a vote of
(Continued on page 12)

Mychajlo Soroka
CHICAGO - Mychajlo Soroka was
re-elected chairman of the Chicago
UNA District Committee during the
district's annual meeting held here
March 28 at the Ukrainian National
Association home. The Chicago Dis
trict encompasses 34 branches with
nearly 7,000 members.
Also elected were: Luka Kostelyna,
Petro Semkiv and Andriy Ivaniuk, vice
chairmen; Stepan Horalevsky, secre
tary; Zakhar Kolodiy and Pavlo Kostiv,
treasurers; Volodymyr Nechai, Vasyl
Semkiv, Volodymyr Matychak, Edwin
Blidy, Ivan Stadnyk, Mykhailo Кага–
chevsky, Ivan Semchuk, John Gawaluch, Ivan Siryk and Christine Koziy,
members.
The newly elected auditing commit
tee is composed of Yuriy Boiechko,

Volodymyr Havryliak
Chester District's branches for their
successful recruitment of new members
in the past year.
A plaque was presented to Mr.
Havryliak, along with congratulations
for organizing 43 new UNA members.
Mr. Orichowsky urged all members
to help the branch secretaries in the
membership drive.
A discussion followed Mr. Orichowsky`s remarks, during which a resolu
tion was passed calling for the next
UNA convention to be held in .Ro
chester, і
Mr. Havryliak thanked the partici
pants for electing him. A reception
followed.
Vasyl Kushnir and Dmytro Kosteniuk.
Arbitration board members are
Roman Prypchan, Vasyl havdio and
Gloria Paschen.
After calling the meeting to order,
Mr. Soroka told the assembled that
Chicago Bishop Jaroslav Gabro had
died several hours earlier. The bishop
was honored with a moment of silence.
Later, the participants of the meeting
voted to make a donation to the bi
shop's chancery as a sign of respect for
Bishop Gabro.
Mr. Soroka then went on to greet
representatives of branch executive
boards, honorary members of the UNA
Supreme Assembly Stephen Kuropas
and John Ewanchuk and Supreme
Advisors Helen Olek and anatoly Doroshenko. who were present.
The meeting was then conducted by a
presidium consisting of Mykola Semchyshak. chairman, and Lev Bodnar,
secretary.
In his report Mr. Soroka noted that
many of the district's branches had not
participated in the 1979 organizing
campaign and that the district's 197 new
members were enrolled thanks to the
efforts of several active secretaries. He
also reported on the banquet held to
commemorate the 85th anniversary of
Soyuz.
The district chairman proposed that a
research department be set up at the
UNA Main Office to work out new
organizing methods and new types of
insurance policies. He also noted that
the construction of a senior citizens
home is of utmost importance.
Mr. Horalevsky and Osyp Panchyshyn, outgoing district secretary and
treasurer, respectively, also delivered
reports. Mr. Boiechko submitted a
report on behalf of the auditing com
mittee.
(Continued on page 10)
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It's what we make it
Surely we all realize that the World Congress of Free Ukrainians, the
supranational body representing Ukrainians in the free world, has great
potential, as well as responsibilities— some passed on directly from Ukraine.
But, how many of us realize that it is up to each and every Ukrainian in the
free world to see to it that this potential is fully tapped and responsibilities
fulfilled?
By making donations to the WCFU fund-raising drive being conducted
during the months of May and June, we can enable the world congress to
fulfill its mandate to represent and coordinate the activities of Ukrainians in
some 20 countries beyond the borders of captive Ukraine and to work for the
benefit of the Ukrainian community in the free world, as well as for the
welfare of our brothers and sisters living under Soviet Communist
domination.
Let's face it, without funds, the WCFU, "a symbol of Ukrainian unity"as it
has often been called, would remain just that - a symbol, not an entity to be
reckoned with in the arena of world events.
If we recognize the importance, potential and need for a body like the
World Congress of Free Ukrainians, then it follows that we should support it
not only morally, but financially as well.
And in giving such support we should not be sidetracked by petty
infighting. We must remember that the WCFU is our representative
organization and that we must all work with it and within it for the good of
our people.
If only each one of us contributed a minimal amount each year to the fund
drive, the WCFU would be guaranteed a good financial base enabling it to
conduct campaigns and realize projects which would keep the Ukrainian
cause in the spotlight of world public opinion.
The WCFU can, we are sure, become a powerful force which can influence
world leaders and government policy - if we care enough to help. In the final
analysis, the WCFU is what we make it.

Let us honor them
Since 1868 Americans have set aside one day of the year to honor all
deceased members of the U.S. armed forces. The day, first known as
Decoration Day in reference to the custom of decorating the graves of the war
dead and today known as Memorial Day, coincides with the traditional
Ukrainian "Zeleni Sviata" during which we honor outstanding individuals
and heroes who died for Ukraine in hopes of realizing that primary goal of all
Ukrainians - an independent and sovereign Ukrainian state.
Let us, then, not forget to honor these extraordinary individuals during the
May 26 holiday.
And let us pay special tribute to that great Ukrainian military and national
leader who dedicated his life to the achievement of Ukrainian independence,
Symon Petliura, who 54 years ago on May 25, was assassinated by a
Communist agent. For Petliura`s deeds and words made him a true symbol of
Ukrainian statehood.
May his memory and that of other heroic individuals serve as an inspiration
to all generations of Ukrainians.

To our contributors:
We greatly appreciate the materials — articles, news stories, press
clippings and the like — which we receive from our readers.
In order to facilitate the preparation of The Weekly, however, we ask
that news stories be sent not later than 10 days after the occurrence of a
given event. Information about upcoming events must be received before
noon of the Monday before the date of the next Weekly edition. All news
stories andfeature articles must be typed and double-spaced. Newspapers
and magazine clippings must be accompanied by the name of the
publication and the date of the edition. Photographs will be returned only
when requested and accompanied by a stamped, addressed envelope.^
AII materials submitted are published at the discretion of the editors and
are subject to editing where necessary.
Thank you for your interest.
The editors
Еокоа
yaoseKwreswastcsKwH

Join the UNA
and read The Weekly
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Fraternal corner

Recognition for leadership and service
by Fred F. Rottnuui
The address below was delivered by
Fred F. Rottman, president of the
Catholic Knights of America, during a
meeting of the presidents section of the
National Fraternal Congress of
America. It has appeared previously in
the Fraternal Monitor.
I was first exposed to the fraternal
benefit system in 1964; my only contact
with fraternalists prior to that time was
at the underwriters meetings in Omaha,
and it was my feeling at that time that
they were sure a strange group — their
language was even strange — they kept
talking about certificates, members,
members service departments and
about their "members" holding meet
ings. My only experience with "mem
bers meetings" was proxy fights at
stockholders' meetings.
'Three months after joining my so
ciety, I attended my first national
convention. I heard a lot of talk at that
first convention about fraternalism,
neighbor, but it really didn't sink in
until a couple of months later when 1
made a trip to Arkansas. One of our
local officers was involved in an auto
mobile accident and was seriously
injured. They rushed him to the hospital
and the doctors decided that the only
thing that could save his life was an
immediate blood transfusion. Checking
his blood type, they found the only
person that they could get blood from
quickly was his 8-year-old daughter
Sally. So the doctor asked Sally if she
would be willing to give some of her
blood to save her daddy's life. Without
hesitation she readily agreed.
They laid her on the cot, wheeled her
next to her daddy and began the trans
fusion. Pretty soon the color started
` coming back into her father's face, and
the danger had passed. The doctor
looked over at little Sally and she lay
there trembling with big tears rolling
down her cheeks. The doctor asked,
"What's the matter, Sally, don4 you feel
good?" "Yes," she answered, "I feel all
right, but when am I going to die?" She
literally thought she was giving her life
to save her father's.
This is fraternalism and the kind of
love I had heard about; the kind of love
that a child has for its parents or the
kind of love you and I have for our
children. When we have that kind of
love for other people, we will see other
people with the eye of our heart, no
longer with the eye of our mind. Then
we will put their needs, their desires and
their wants first, and when we do this,
aren't we really practicing true frater
nalism?
Members are volunteers
My first impression of our local
members, which lasted for several years,
was that their membership in our
society required their active participa
tion on the local, state and national
levels. I learned the hard way that this
impression was totally false. Our
members and yours are volunteers;
they have absolutely no obligation to
participate in any fraternal program.unless they want to!
That's where we in the home office
have one of our greatest responsibilities:
to develop fraternal programs that
make our members want to participate
and to recognize and reward them for
their participation.
This isn't easy with all the distrac
tions we have today, and, like life
insurance, it's something which must be
sold. Even when the need is apparent,
there is still a selling job to be done.

I'm sure that some of you have heard
about the story of the early days of
World War H. The story is told about
the National Guard units desperately
defending Bataan under MacArthur at
the beginning of the war. Our men were
under attack by mortar, by strafing, by
bombing, face to face with death in their
foxholes, when Congress passed the
National Service Life Insurance Act.
MacArthur advised his men by radio
that all whose names and serial numbers
were radioed out of Bataan would
automatically be insured for SI0,000.
He also sent a man personally to contact
those who could not be contacted by
radio. Do you know what happened?
Few men applied for the SI0,000, and
the average of those who did apply was
only a little over 55,000.
Now here were people facing death
and with an obvious need to protect
their families, and they still weren't
, motivated enough to buy the insurance.
We have to motivate our members to
become active and to become fraternal
leaders.
In 1957, our society hired its first
professional agency director. He im
mediately fired all of the local part-time
agents, or organizers, with the promise
to our members that they would be
replaced by full-time, professional
salesmen. It never happened, and our
members were without the valued
service that they had received from the
part-time agents. Babies weren't writ
ten, new marrieds weren4 contacted,
and the branches became very hostile to
the home office. It's taken 15 years of
hard work to repair this damage. But it's
only been accomplished by providing
our local members the programs and
services to which they are entitled.
Our branches are almost 100 percent
autonomous, and it wasn't until 1970
that they were required to file with the
home office an annual financial state
ment. We have to ask, and in some
cases, beg, for their cooperation; we
cannot demand it.
New programs initiated
Since 1964, our society has proposed
and discussed some 56 different fra
ternal projects, most of them designed
to encourage the participation and
involvement of our local members.
Some have been implemented, some
discarded. Not all have proven success
ful. I firmly believe that in the fraternal
field, as in many others, the biggest
mistake is not to make any mistakes.
Our society has at the present time
the following on-going projects imple
mented, and we are constantly seeking
new ones. They were all designed to
recognize our local members and to
reward their service to our society.
In 1969, with the cooperation of the
Aid Association for Lutherans, our
society developed a branch officers
handbook and branch activity manual.
(I don't mind stealing ideas from other
fraternals, or anybody else, as long as
someone gives me credit for being smart
enough to know what to steal.) The
handbooks became an immediate suc
cess and the basis of our training
program for local officers.
It's one thing to develop fraternal
programs, and another to implement
them and make them work. It wasn't
until 1973 that our board approved a
full-time fraternal affairs director.
Among his responsibilities is the train
ing of local officers and the implemen
tation of our fraternal programs.
We have also, with some degree of
success, conducted workshops at our
(Continued on page 13)
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More reasons to boycott the Moscow Olympic Games
by Adrian Karatnycky
and Alexander Moiyl

From the very moment of the USSR's
entry into Olympic competition, its
entire conception of the Games has been
inherently political and ideological. The
Soviets have made no secret of this. As
far back as 1973, one year before the
International Olympic Committee
chose Moscow as the site of this year's
Games, one USSR journal claimed:
"The propaganda of the apolitical
nature of sports — 'sports without
polities' — is nothing other than one of
the methods of ideological diversion of
imperialist circles directed against the
countries of the socilaist camp." More
recently, in January 1979, I. Novikov,
chairman of the Soviet Olympic Organizing Committee, pointed out exactly
what propaganda points the USSR
hoped to score with the Moscow Olympics: "For the first time the Games will
be held in the capital of a socialist state,
where the noble ideals of the Olympics
are fully supported.' Peace, equality,
fraternity, and internaitonal cooperation — these concepts are inseparable
from the life of Soviet society and are
grounded in the Constitution of the
USSR. Thus, holding the Games in
Moscow opens a qualitatively new stage
in the Olympic movement."

Perhaps Soviet society is indeed
"inseparable" from the concepts of
peace, equality, fraternity, and international cooperation? But the USSR's
record against Novikov`s own standards is common knowledge:
Peace: The invasions.of Hungary in
1956, of Czecho-Slovakia in 1968 and
Afghanistan in 1979; the training and
arming of terrorists; the spending of
13.5 percent of its budgets (according to
estimates of the U.S. Arms Control and
Disarmament Agency) on military
hardware; the development of atomic
weapons far more powerful than needed
for parity with the United States — all
of this speaks eloquently about the
USSR's devotion to peace.
Equality: As Robert Kaiser and
Hedrick Smith pointed out in their
books on the USSR, party, members,
KGB agents, and state "apparatchiks"
have the cushy jobs, consumer goods,
and country "dachas," while the ordinary Soviet citizen must deal on the black
martket to make ends meet. The many
institutions, among them trade unions
and people's councils, that are supposed
to enhance the citizen's equality and
protect his interests are usually rubberstamp bodies that carry out the will of
the elite. Below the average citizens and
even the criminal pffenders is a subgroup, lacking all rights: the prisoners
of conscience, the political, national,
human-rights, and religious dissidents,
such as the Helsinki monitors Anatoly
Shcharansky, Mykola Rudenko and
Yuriy Orlov.'
Fraternity: If fraternity means fraternal relations between people and
nations, then how shall we account for
the USSR's 30 divisions in Eastern
Europe; for its brutal repression of the
movements of Ukrainians, Lithuanians,
Armenians and other nationalities to
increase national rights and to oppose
the government policy of Russification;
or for the USSR's official anti-Semitism?
International cooperation: Soviet
obstructionism in the Middle East, and
its veto of U.S. efforts to win United
Nations sanctions against Iran in an
effort to free the 50 U.S. hostages held
in Teheran, speak for themselves.

I n line with this inherently ideological
conception, the more than 10,000
Soviet interpreters who will be employed during the Games are, according
to a Soviet journal of higher education,
obligated to take courses in "general
political issues such as 'The Leading and
Guiding Role of the Communist Party
in the Building of Communism,' 'The
Construction of Communism.' 'Basic
Advantagesi of a World Socialist System,' " and the like. The emphasis that is
being given to conveying a proper political line is also illustrated by the fact
that the Soviet Olympic Organizing
Committee refused to utilize1 foreign
interpreters who might have hefped
allay the expected shortage of qualified
translators.
Robert J. Kane, president of the U.S.
Olympic Committee, may be right to
claim that "any nation where the Games
are held probably uses`them for propaganda purposes." Yet even he must
surely realize that the propaganda
machine of the USSR is, a Novikov
himself implies, "qualitatively"different from that of non-totalitarian
states. One would certainly be hardpressed, for example, to find a government official in a democratic state
making the same self-serving claims the
Soviets are making; claims which reecho Herr Goebbels words of 44 years
ago; "Germany is your friend! Germany
strives only for peace, and only Germany is capable of guaranteeing peace."

The Soviets are not unaware of their
internal shortcomings and have taken
substantial measures to keep them
hidden from the Western tourist.' An
immense number of cultural events
have been planned for the Games.
Visitors will have a choice of 150 operas
and ballets, 450 plays and countless
concerts and recitals. This serves a dual
purpose: to promote the attainments of
Soviet culture and to limit unsupervised
leisure time. By skillfully combining the
Olympic events with sightseeing excursions and cultural events, the Soviet
authorities will be able to control
effectively the access visitors have to the
less praiseworthy features of Soviet
society. A mo`p-up of dissidents is
currently also under way, with, most
notably, Andrei Sakharov having been.
sent into internal exile in Gorky, a city
off-limits to the Western press and
tourists.
It is clear that the Soviets intend to
isolate the Western tourist from Soviet
reality. And lest the tourist prove to be
too inquisitive, the Soviets have already
suggested how he will be regarded. E.A.
Shevardandze, the first secretary of the
Georgian Communist Party and a
member of the Politburo, was quoted in
one Soviet newspaper as saying: "There
are forces in the world that are intensively preparing not only for sports
contests but also for political and

The article helow appeared in the
May-June issue of Freedom at Issue, a
bimonthly publication of Freedom
House. Adrian Karatnycky and Alexander Motyl are free-lance Writers who
specialize in Soviet and East European
affairs. They have contributed to Commonweal. The New Leader. The New
Republic and other journals of comment.
Even if Soviet troops had never
invaded Afghanistan, there would still
be more than enough reason to boycott
the Moscow Olympics. Indeed, for
those seeking both moral and political
arguments in support of a boycott, it
would be far wiser to pose the question
in terms broader than President Jimmy
Carter's.
A political/ideological concept

Concealing the reality

ideological skirmishes and subversive
activity. Groups hostile to the Soviet
Union are intent on using the Olympic
Games for ideological subversion and
hostile attacks."
The journal of the USSR Ministry of
Justice, meanwhile, ominously noted:
"It is alread,y time to take the necessary organizational measures and, in
particular, to determine how many
volunteers working together with the
police will be required to ensure that
public order is exemplary at all Olympic
grounds, along the routes traveled by
athletes and guests, and in areas where
there are historical monuments and
other sights. The most noteworthy,
experienced, and highly receommended
persons should be selected for this task.
Special courses should be organized for
the public-order volunteers, according
to a carefully worked-out program that
takes the specific nature of activities
during the Olympics into account."

human misery behind their manufacture.
Rethinking the Olympic idea
Should the United States support the
Moscow Olympics, knowing that they
are intended as a smoke screen for the
USSR's totalitarianism? The physicist
Valentin Turchin, a former Soviet
dissident who now lives in New York,
makes the following argument:
"In the final analysis, your attitude
toward a boycott in human rights
matters depends on your acceptance of
totalitarian rule as a phenomenon...If
you see totalitarianism as a horrible
threat to mankind, and your mind
rebels at what the Soviets are doing to
Orlov and others, you will certainly not
reject a boycott...If you accept totalitarianism (maybe not for yourself and
your kin, but for those strange guys with
"mysterious Slav souls"), you will see
Orlov`s case as a sad but natural matter,
something in the nature -of an automobile accident."
Irrespective of whether the Summer
Olympics are held, the Olympic movement and the Olympic idea arejmder
serious attack from a number of fronts.

Sports journals have also gotten into
the act. A leading Soviet monthly,
Physical Culture and Sport, which
enjoys wide circulation, printed a
serialized account of the preparations of
Critics argue that Soviet and Easternforeign agents who it claims will arrive
in the USSR under the guise of sports bloc athletes are not true amateurs, but
rather
professionals employed by their
journalists. And at a time of heightened
East-West tensions,c an anyone assure states to engage in sports. American and
Western visitors that they will not be Western athletes are concerned with the
unjustly charged with illicit activities by unfair advantage they feel Eastern-bloc
zealour secret-police agents and a athletes derive from steroids and other
Soviet government eager to score pro- forms of biological manipulation.
paganda points against an America they Human rights activists urge boycotts of
claim is ever interfering in the Soviet sports events involving teams from
repressive regimes.
Union's internal affairs?
Ultimately, sports exchanges are part
Symbolic of the Moscow Olympics is and parcel of the general fabric of
that their preparations involve about relations among nations. In an era of
240,000 people. Some are freely volun- detente and good will, such exchanges
teering their labor, while others, pri- are possible and desirable. But in the
soners in concentration camps, are final analysis they are simply a reflecbeing forced to produce Olympic sou- tion of the internaitonal status quo.
venirs. One former political prisoner,
The Soviet invasion of Afghanistan
Mykola Scharegin, a Ukrainian imprisoned in the USSR for 10 years and has not been responsible for the collapse
allowed to leave for Great Britain last of the Olympic idea; it has merely served
year, testified recently, at the Interna- as a catalyst for processes that have
tional
Sakharov Hearings, that been going on for years. A boycott will
"Misha," the teddy-bear mascot of the not undermine the Olympic movement;
Moscow Games, is produced at forced- that movement has long been disintelabor prisons in Vasilyev Mokh near grating. It may, however, sound the call
Kalinin. According to Mr. Scharegin, for a real examination of the basis of the
other prisoners produce Olympic sou- Olympic idea: peace among nations,
venir pins and emblems intended for true amateurism in sports and athletic
Western tourists, who will buy them this competition rid of the taint of governsummer in Moscow, unaware of the mental propaganda.

Letter to the editor

Another vote for Carter
Dear Editors:
I am in complete agreement with Dr.
Bohdan Wytwycky who, in a recent
article in The Ukrainian Weekly, urged
the support by Ukrainians of President
Jimmy Carter's re-election efforts.
In addition to the many reasons for
supporting the president cited by Dr.
Wytwycky, I would like to suggest that
as Ukrainian Americans, who constitute only a small fraction of the United
States population, and cannot therefore
wield a significant influence in the
political process, our chances of being
heard are infinitely better with a fairminded president, such as Mr. Carter
has shown himself to be. President
Carter's human rights position not only
provides a framework within which we
could strive to bring about greater
attention to our plight in many of our
endeavors, but also provides a useful

basis for contact with accessible representatives of the administration. The
president himself has already taken
interest in the. fate of the Ukrainian
dissidents, which resulted in the release
of some of them and, hopefully, will
bring about the release of others.
1 would also urge Ukrainian Americans of New Jersey to participate in the
primary on June 3, because massive
participation in primaries even by
smaller groups, such as ours, can have a
significant influence on the outcome of
the election. Although we have learned
that in order to be heard it helps to have
contacts and a politically more visible
community, so far it has only been
individuals who have worked to try and
actualize on this goal.
Arcadia Olensktf-Petryshyn
North Brunswick. N.J.
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TryZUb Sport Center to hold

Exhibit of Solovij's works

fourth Ukrainian Golf Tournament

opens at Chicago institute

PHILADELPHIA - The fourth
annual Ukrainian Golf Tournament
sponsered by the Tryzub Ukrainian
American Sport Center will be held on
June 7 at the Eagle Lodge Golf Club in
Lafayette Hill. Pa.
Citing last year's successful tourney.
Tryzub anticipates this year's event to
be even bigger and better.
Entry applications may be picked up
at Tryzub. 4930-32 N. Broad St. in
Philadelphia. Further information may
be obtained by calling Bohdan Anniuk
(golf committee) at (215) 728-6410.
Below is a synopsis of other Tryzub
sports activities.
Volleyball
The men's team finished its fall/
winter season tied for first place in the
Delaware Valley Volleyball League.
The team, coached by Taras Midzak.
was scheduled to begin playoff competi
tion on May 12. The squad is also
getting ready for the spring/summer
tournaments, and is heavily favored to
hold down the number-one spot.
The Tryzub women's team, coached
by Olga Kuzewycz. also completed a
successful fall/winter season in the citywide Volleyball League. The women's
team will also compete in the spring/
summer tournaments, as well as in the
city's Summer Volleyball League.
Tryzub extends an invitation to
youths of all ages to join their men's and
women's volleyball teams. Practices are
held Monday evenings between 7 and 8

p.m. at Manor Junior College in Jenkintown. Pa.
For further information call Taras
Midzak at (215) 322-7581 or Olga
Kuzewycz at (215) 548-3781.

CHICAGO - An exhibit of the
Mr. Solovij was born in Ukraine, but
works of Jurij Solovij, renowned Ukrai emigrated to the United States and is
nian artist, critic and art historian, now an American citizen. He studied at
opened here on May 16 at the Ukrainian the Academy of Fine Arts in Lviv.
Institute of Modern Art, where it will
Recent exhibitions of his work nave
Soccer
continue through July 6.
been held at the Ukrainian Institute of
Although they got off to a shaky start
The focus of the display are samples America in New York, the Irene Stecura
this season, Tryzub`s major soccer team comprising the artist's critically ac Gallery in New York, the Gunther
seems to have rebounded, and is tied for claimed body of work titled "1,000 Franke Gallery in Munich, New York
fourth place in the United Soccer H e a d s , " a series of paintings and University and the New York Public
League of Pennsylvania.
sculptures which present interpretive Library.
The squad is coached by Nick Kuze reworkings of a single subject format —
- The current exhibit is partially fund
wycz and managed by Mike Jurczak. an icon (head).
ed by a grant from the Illinois Arts
All home games are played at the
Ward Jackson of the S.R. Guggen Council.
Central High School field at Broad and heim Museum called the series "amaz
Sommerville avenues in Philadelphia. ing" in that it demonstrates the artist's
Reserve games get under way Sundays, "high level of quality and inventive
at 12:30 p.m.. followed by the major ness...sustained...over such a quantity
games at 2:30 p.m.
of work in the same format."
In his book, "About Things Greater
Than Stars," Mr. Solovij discusses,
among other things, modernism and
PALM BEACH, Fla. - Ukrainians
Ukrainian art and outlines his own of the Palm Beach area have decided to
artisitc vision and guiding aesthetic form a Ukrainian Culture Club in order
NEW YORK Painter Taras principles.
to preserve their Ukrainian heritage.
He is fascinated by the juxtaposition
Schumylowych, a member of the Ame
The idea for the club emerged at a
rican Artists Professional League, will of textures such as dull, lusterless
participate in the group's 1980 Grand surfaces contrasted with extremely dinner at the home of Natalie Matz in
Palm
Springs. Present were Myroslav
National Exhibition from June 12 to smooth and shiny planes. The constant
July 3 at the U.S. Custom House interplay of contrasting optic pheno and Olga Byk, George and Doris West(museum area), 6 World Trade Center, mena highlights the "1,000 Heads" wood, Helen Kusy, Theresa Bilenki
pieces as different textural planes and Mary Kukiz, all former members of
New York.
Ukrainian community organizations in
Mr. Schumylowych has been com change or become visible depending on the North, as well as New York City
mended for distinguished achievement the angle of illumination and the specta guests Eugene and Irene Melnyk.
in the seventh edition of the biographi tor's viewpoint. The resulting spatial
Persons interested in joining the club
cal publication "Men of Achievement tension enhances the dynamism and
vitality of Mr. Solovij's work.
may call (305) 964-8276 or 585-1325.
1980."

Palm Beach Ukrainians
form culture club

Schumylowych works
to be exhibited
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The tale of Yaroslava and the glasspaintings
NEW YORK - Pictures by Yaroslava appear in
a children's book by Karen Thomas, "The Good
Thing, The Bad Thing." published recently-by
Prentice-Hall.
Currently, artist Yaroslava Surmach Mills is
concentrating on her glasspaintings. A very
popular showing of her work was held in MarchApril at the Hopper House in Nyack. N.Y.. and
another exhibit opened May 9 at the Eko Gallery in
Warren. Mich.
A small glasspainting. "Spring Cleaning," was
auctioned on television on May 2 during a fundraising drive held by metropolitan New York's
public television station, WNET-TV. The painting
went to a New Jersey woman for S510.
Frequently asked why she chose the unusual
technique of glasspainting, Yaroslava prepared a

little brochure in which she explained that "the
answers are sprinkled over a lifetime of events, here
at home, and in the thatched-roof villages of
Eastern Europe."
Her story is reprinted below.
Tale of Yaroslava

When I was very young, my parents told me
about long ago when they had been young, in a
faraway country called Ukraine. They described
their large families, the holiday celebrations, and
the chores of what had been their everyday life. And
it all seemed such a happy time to me.
My mother had brought with her many of the
traditions. Each holiday had its taste and smell,
realized by her cooking. She taught me to embroid
er on linen by counting threads, and she taught me

I ft

і в
3
з

"Hutzul Kitchen," a glasspainting by Yaroslava Surmach Mills is one of many of the artist's works which
have been reproduced on greeting cards.
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to decorate Easter eggs. We took these eggs to S
church to be blessed in the important basket of Щ
Easter food.
Щ
In her family my mother, was the artist. She had Щ
been the one chosen to decorate the white-washed 3
walls of their thatched-roofed house each spring. I 3
remember how she could entertain me by magically 3,
forming flowers or people or houses on paper with Щ
her pencil. I still have her cookbook in which the fj
blank endpapers are covered with her drawings, з
along with my infant attempts to copy them.
Щ
I was five when the death of a baby brother led to 3
an extended trip to the enchanted country my 5
parents had so vividly described. I recall the smell of 3
the wood smoke from the chimneys as we came into з
the village. It was raining and I'd been sheltered 3
under a big canvas in the back of a wagon. 1 Щ
remember the warm houses with the enormous 3
stove that had a ledge you could sleep on. The bed 3
had down-filled pillows that reached almost to the 3
ceiling, but everyone slept on benches that lined the 3
walls. Crowds came to sit and look at us in my Щ
mother's house. And later, a day's slippery wagon 3
ride away, we visited the house of my father. I recall Щ
attending a one-room school with my cousins and S
leading a procession and feeling like a princess. I 3
still hear the silly giggles when I lost my dainty Щ
Buster Brown shoes in the deep mud.
3
In subsequent years 1 refused to accept my S
parents' explanation of our shortened stay. They 1
said they could not bear the famine and the 3
pogrom, the dangerous politics and questioning 3
soldiers, the abysmal poverty and discomfort. I had 3
seen only the happy reality of my imagination. І Щ
cried when they took me home to our comfortable Щ
railroad flat on the Lower East Side of New York. Щ
Our family's bookshop, Surma, is still in the з
center of the Ukrainian ethnic neighborhood. I 3
worked in the shop from the time I could toddle in, 3
so I used and kept the language. Through my Ш
mother's observances of the holidays, I kept the. 3
customs. Throughout school I continued to make 3
Easter eggs and to teach my friends this сотріі– 3
cated batik process in the little studio my father Ц
gave me above the store.
3
One day a columnist from The New York Times, Щ
Meyer Berger. did a little feature about me and the 3
(Continued on page 10)
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St. George's parish holds fifth Ukrainian Street Fair

mm
Photos by Ihor Dlaboha

Maria Lozynskyj of the Women's Association for the Defense
of Four Freedoms for Ukraine welcomes festival-goers to her
organization's booth which featured intricately designed
Ukrainian embroideries.

The banner stretched high above East Seventh Street and Second Avenue, in the bemrt of "Little
Ukraine" in New York City, told passers-by what was happening on the street between Second and
Third avenues. The sign welcomed several thousand visitors to the fifth Ukrainian Street Fair here
May 16-18. The fair is sponsored by St. George's Ukrainian Catholic parish.

іідакзвзвбіВ^'і'і
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The Serenade quartet was one of many performing groups that appeared during the
street fair

Natalka Honcharenko, at the bandura, and Lida Czorny showed visitors how the
many-stringed Ukrainian instrument is played. The New York School of Bandura,
which they represent, was one of several Ukrainian musical, youth, women's or
school-affiliated organizations which set up booths during the street fair.

The Plast booth was busy with visitors who came to sample some of the sweets
offered there or to view the display.

Probably the most popular booth at the street fair was the one which sold a
sampling of Ukrainian cuisine to the famished and tired festival visitors. Many of
the booths, such as the one above, offered holubtsi, varenyky, kovbasa and kyshka
to the weary patrons. Proceeds from the booths'sales were earmarked for the needs
of the parish.
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Ukrainian Celebrations presented by Quebec theatre JDL responds...
(Continued from page 3)

MONTREAL The
Theatre
Ukraine presented Ukrainian Celebra
tions, a multi-dimensional program of
drama and dance, on April 20, during
the fourth annual Theatre Festival held
h e r e u n d e r t h e s p o n s o r s h i p of t h e
Quebec Multicultural Theatre Associa
tion.
The Theatre Festival was held April
18-М ay 11 at the Centaur Theatre.

`
fense League for events at the home of
an accused Nazi war criminal. I would
like to say that the J D L is committed to
law and o r d e r , but it is even more
committed to Jewish survival.
"We believe violence is bad. but that
it is sometimes necessary, as in selfdefense against the Nazis. How many
lives would have been saved by an act of
violence against Hitler?
"When all the facts about the alleged
assault are known, it will be found that
t h e v i c t i m s s h o u l d a l s o h a v e been
arrested arid that no innocent bystand
ers were h u r t /
"There are over 300 Nazi war crimin
als living in this country today. Thanks
to the collusion, indifference and in
competence of our government, these
accused murderers have been living here
for many years. The Jewish Defense
League urges Mr. Fox, Mr. (sic)Shwed,
and all, decent Americans who love
justice, to join them in their fight to
bring these accused Nazis to trial."

The first segment of the Ukrainian
program (Act I) was a dramatization of
Taras Shevchenko's, allegorical poem,
"The Great Cave"("Velykyi Liokh"), a
historiosophic work, written in the style
of religious mysteries of the Middle
Ages.
T h e dramatization was directed by
О rest Pawliw. Music was by Hryhoriy
M a y b o r o d a , stage d e c o r a t i o n s were
created by Yaroslav Szklar, and cos
tumes were by Daria Sawka, M a r t a
Strilecka and the Malabar company.
Markian Pawliw was musical technici
an. The cast included 15 members of the
student drama troupe directed by Mr.
Pawliw.
The dance part of the program (Act
II) was staged by the MarunczakLIkrainian Dance Ensemble. Peter Marunczak,
the producer of the dance sequence and
president of the Quebec Multicultural
Theatre Association, is a master of the
art of Ukrainian folk dancing and an
accomplished
choreographer.
His
troupe has toured the United States and
Canada.
The dance program also featured a
segment by puppeteer Sonya Gural,
whose work is included in a recently
published book, "Puppetry in Canada:
An Art to Enchant" by K.B. McKay.
Miss Gural presented two vignettes
using miming marionettes to underline
elements of drama.
O n e was P e t r u s h t h e C l o w n for
whom a melody, " D a n c e of Memories,"

Sonya Gural and Peter Marunczak
was especially composed by Bohdan
Klima. T h e other vignette featured
" s i m u l t a n e o u s m a n i p u l a t i o n of t o u r
dancing kozak marionette mounted on
a tandem bar control.
The artistic director of the dance
program was Lubomir Mykytiuk. T h e

other principals were singers Lubomyra
Kowalchuk and Peter Zinko, M . P a w lw, Dania Dejneka and Kashtany.
T h e program booklet contained an
English-language text by Mr. Pawliw
which explained the meaning of "The
Great C a v e . "

Paintings by Wirsta displayed in Detroit
D E T R O I T - A collection of new
works by Paris-based painter Themistocles Wirsta was recently exhibited
here at the Ukrainian Cultural Club.
T h e e v e n t m a r k e d t h e a r t i s t ' s first
Detroit show in a decade.
A number of older canvases have
been on display at the club as part of its
permanent collection.
Mr. Wirsta's work has been described
as difficult to classify in any convenient

exegeses of art - it is certainly not
representational insofar as it lacks any
easily definable subject; but itsabstractness, the a m o r p h o u s shapes, colors and
sinuous linearity, suggest an organic
quality rather than a dispassionate and
analytical disassociation from nature
and life.
T h e opening featured introductory
remarks by Edward Kozak, the head of
the Ukrainian Cultural Club, who
welcomed Mr. Wirsta back to Detroit.

Chicago
(Continued from page 5)

A discussion followed the reports and
trie following topics were raised: the
banquet held on the occasion of the
UNA'S 85th, the senior citizens com
plex, the organizing campaign, the need
for a p e r m a n e n t o r g a n i z e r for the
Chicago district and Svoboda.
Mr. Doroshenko noted that he would
gladly submit the district's comments to
the annual meeting of the Supreme
Assembly.
Meeting participants voted to bestow
the title of honorary member of the
Chicago District Committee on Mykhailo Olshansky in recognition of his
s e r v i c e t o t h e U N A , e s p e c i a l l y his
organizing activity.
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|
eggs for his "About New York" column. Then a
|
photographer asked if she could take some photos
|
and brought along her art director husband to hold
|
the lights. He inadvertantly dropped a lamp onto a
І dozen of my best eggs. A short while later, to try to
3 make it up to me, he spoke about me to a colleague
I
who was placing a j o b ad. This publisher was
Щ looking for someone who had a new outlook to
Щ work on a revolutionary idea - a magazine for very
Щ young children. I was fresh out of Cooper Union
Щ Art School and j o b hunting, and I was the first to
Щ apply. 1 was told that my portfolio was inadequate,
щ however, if I was serious, I still had time to produce
3 some more samples. I worked 'round the clock and
Щ returned with a six-foot scroll of a parade including
|
everything I thought would interest a small child. I
І got the j o b and thus was born, or rather hatched.
Ц Humpty Dumpty's Magazine for Little Children.
3
I turned out 10 issues a year f o r t h e n e x t lOyears.
3 We earned a prestigious AIGA award and a huge
3 s u b s c r i p t i o n list. I a l s o t a u g h t p a r t t i m e at
3 Manhattanville College, but had the summers free
Щ from both jobs. Thus began my annual pilgrimage
3 to Europe and my search and study of folk art. I
Щ visited Ukrainian colonies in many countries and
3 began to gather material for a booklet on Easter
Щ eggs and to write articles for several publications.
H When the Soviet Union was opened to Western
Щ tourists in 1956. 1 was among the first 10,000
Щ A m e r i c a n s to a p p l y . S p e a k i n g t h e l a n g u a g e
Щ enabled me to move about on my own, and I visited
3 all the folk museums with special interest. The
3 attendants and directors were skeptical about my
Ц coming so far to look at eggs. But they finally and
В kindly gave me entree to the archives and permisЩ sion to photograph
hundreds of eggs.
3
It was in these museums that I first noticed
3 another type of folk art - glasspaintings.
ІІ!ІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІ!ІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІШІІПІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІІШІІШ

I l e a r n e d t h a t t h e s e s m a l l , c o l o r f u l , naive
paintings were executed in reverse, on the underside
of a piece of glass. T h e subjects were usually
religious - the icon of the poorer peasant. In a
dimly lit room these paintings have the lumin
escence of enamel. Since the smooth underside of
paint is viewed through the thickness of the glass,
the colors have the velvet quality of being under
water.
The next summer, on a motor scooter trip, I had
a spill and woke up in a hospital in Bratislava with a
b a n d a g e as l a r g e as t h e a c h e in my h e a d . 1
befriended my fellow patients, one of whom was a
palm-reading gypsy. In exchange for a ' p n o t o of
herself she read my fortune. I was to travel far and
would meet my husband in two weeks.
A handsome engineer brought me some fruit and
a mirror in which I observed the slow change of
rainbow colors in my face. He explained that it was
he who had found me and brought me to the
hospital.
Everyone was curious about my trip and my
search for folk art. 1 was given much good advice on
w h e r e t o find m a t e r i a l a n d h e a r d a b o u t an
upcoming folk fair in which the engineer's girlfriend
was participating. He helped to have my scooter
patched, and as soon as I had healed enough, I set
off for the backwoods. I persuaded sweaty farm
wives to come in from the fields to show me how
they decorated eggs and recorded them with my
camera. I visited tiny wooden churches filled with
primitive icons as vivid as the eggs. After all sorts of
adventures, exciting, foolish and informative. 1
crossed the border through the Tatra Mountains
into Poland and reached Cracow. In a crowded
restaurant 1 was seated, as is the custom, with other
English-speaking visitors. Two years later I was to
marry one of them, an American professor.
But back to the glasspaintings. A number of
years passed. I was no longer a career girl but a
Rockland County housewife and mother. 1 wanted

to give a special gift to my son's godmother, and I 3
remembered the strange little paintings I'd seen in Ш
Eastern Europe. I decided to try to make one for Щ
her, though I had no idea how to begin and had no 3
sample to examine.
3
My initial efforts looked very much like the s
pictures I had copied from my mother's primitive Ш
sketches, it seemed a natural way to work on the 3
slick, slippery surface of glass. I used a gouache, а Щ
water tempera, and liked the brilliant results. F r o m І
some colorful pocket of my subconscious the little Щ
peasants began to spill out onto the glass and І
arrange themselves into the scenes of my child- з
hood's imagination.
3
I made a few more and framed them in the deep Щ
antique frames that were cheap and abundant then Ш
and which seemed to suit the little pictures. A 3
visiting neighbor admired these early efforts and Ш
asked to borrow them to use in a window display in 3
their Madison Avenue apothecary. A passer-by on 3
the avenue was the lady in charge of U N I C E F I
cards. She requested that one of the winter scenes |
be submitted for possible publication. I did, and it 1
was. In fact all the paintings sold and my glasspaint- і
ing career was launcehd.
3
It is n o w two d o z e n s o l o s h o w s l a t e r . T h e 3
paintings have appeared on 36 cards. They have ill- 3
ustrated several children's books and magazine 3
articles and won prizes. Ideas for paintings are still Ш
coming much faster than`l can work. The process is 3
slow and meticulous, but never tedious. And. oh, Щ
what fun! While I'm working on a painting 1 enter з
this little world as I create it. Each scene is a story 3
and the characters take on personalities. Some keep Щ
recurring in other paintings. A strange purple dog
|
wonders in regularly. I am in love with this happy I
world, yet 1 laugh at myself and my infatuation.
I
I am not a primitive but a sophisticated recorder. 3
However. I often find it impossible to work on a 5
p a i n t i n g w i t h o u g g r i n n i n g . I p a r t with t h e m Ш
reluctantly, but with hopes that they'll bring smiles |
and good feelings to their new owners.
3
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Greetings, recommendations and resolutions
approved by the UNA Supreme Assembly
The Supreme Assembly of the Ukrainian National Association, elected at the
29th Convention, assembled on May 12-16 for its second annual meeting at the
UNA resort Soyuzivka in Kerhonkson, N.Y., and following the recommendations
of its committees, approved the following greetings, recommendations and
resolutions.
Greetings
1. The UNA Supreme Assembly extends its fraternal greetings to the captive but
undaunted Ukrainian nation, which continues the heroic struggle for its national
independence against the most brutal genocidal oppressor in history and, in the
midst of this terrible struggle, continues to foster lasting valeus in individual facets
of life, thereby enriching the human treasury of creative achievement.
The Supreme Assembly and the entire membership of the UNA bow their heads
in awe and respect before the countless martyrs of the Ukrainian nation in its
struggle; before those who are tortured and incarcerated in prisons, concentration
camps and psychiatric hospitals.
The UNA Supreme Assembly also calls on its members to continue and intensify
their participation in all actions aimed at assisting the Ukrainian nation in its
struggle and in defense of the martyrs of this cause.
Moreover, the Supreme Assembly of the UNA urges all its members to take an
active role in any actions that work for the release of Yuriy Shukhevych, and to
honor the memory of his late father, Gen. Taras Chuprynka-Roman Shukhevych,
commander-in-chief of Ukrainian Insurgent Army (UPA), during this, the 30th
anniversary of his heroic death.
2. The UNA Supreme Assembly expresses its thanks and wholehearted support
to the governments and peoples of our countries, the United States of America and
Canada, for all their political actions aimed at defending human and national rights
throughout the world, particularly the rights of the captive Ukrainian people, and
urges these governments to continue their actions at the Madrid Conference for the
implementation of the Helsinki accords.
3. The UNA Supreme Assembly respectfully greets the hierarchs of our
Churches and the leadership of our Church associations, the leadership and
members of our national organizations — the Ukrainian Congress Committee of
America and the Ukrainian Canadian Committee — and our international
supraorganization - the World Congress of Free Ukrainians - as well as the
leadership and members of our national charitable, scholarly, women's, economic
and other organizations, and appeals to our members to take an active role in their
work, which is conducted for the good for our communities in the free world and
the Ukrainian nation in its struggle for freedom.
4. The UNA Supremfe Assembly would like to greet those among us who only
recently were martyrs of the brutal Communist Russian regime of occupation in the
homeland, but today join us in the free world; we hope that upon familiarizing
themselves with our way of life and our work, they will join our ranks and share our
mutual goal — to give the fullest possible support to our nation and its struggle for
liberty and freedom.
Organizing
(Resolutions)
1. To enroll 4,000 new members with S12 million insurance coverage during^
1980.
2. To hire district organizers.
3. To raise secretaries' commissions for collecting dues from 9'/S percent to 10
percent of the sum collected.
4. To increase the organizing reward from S13 to SI4 for each SI,000 of
insurance acquired by a new member, with the exception of Class DP-65 insurance
which carries a reward of S10.
5. Toaward district committees S2for each new member organized if the district
fulfills 100 percent of its quota. All applications of new members in the given
district will be counted toward the fulfillment of the quota; but the amount of the
reward will be calculated only on the basis of life insurance certificates taken out by
new members, not including in this total the certificates awarded through lotteries
or ADD certificates.
6. To resume holding training courses,for secretaries and organizers:
a.) beginning courses for new secretaries and organizers at Soyuzivka and in
UNA districts as needed;
b.) advanced courses to be held annually at Soyuzivka during the summer and at
the UNA Main Office during the winter for secretaries and organizers selected by
the Supreme Organizer.
Participants of the courses would be reimbursed for travel expenses and would
be guaranteed room and board and meals free of charge.
7. To prepare the necessary educational materials for a general training course
for organizers and secretaries, especially for participants of courses; these materials
may be original or reprinted from UNA publications, including the UNA Tribune.
8. To continue presenting awards to graduates of schools of Ukrainian subjects
in keeping with the number and amounts set by the Supreme Executive Committee.
9. To give the Supreme Organizer the right to convene, as needed, meetings of
the Organizing Committee; members of the committee are to be reimbursed for
travel expenses and lodging at the cite of the meeting.
10. to make possible the realization of these resolutions, to allocate SI 2.000 of
the budget for the Organizing Committee.

Financial matters
(Recommendations)
1. To reform the dividend system for the benefit of members who have been
insured for over 10 years. The implementation of this change was begun in 1979, but
it has not yet been completed.
2. To continue trading bonds, selling those with lower yields and buying others
with higher yields.
3. To give mortgages with a fluctuating rate in the same manner as federal
savings and loan associations were allowed to do so in April.
UNA publications
(Resolutions)
The UNA Supreme Assembly, keeping in mind the important role, goals and
meaning of periodic, book and non-periodic UNA publications for Soyuz, its
members and the entire community, as well as the Ukrainian nation, calls on the
Supreme Executive Committee to see to it that the general resolutions of the
Supreme Assembly are always fully respected and that the specific resolutions of
the Supreme Assembly are realized, including those approved at last year's meeting
in May 1979 — especially several additions:
1. The UNA Supreme Assembly obligates the Supreme Executive Committee to
see to it that the daily Svoboda, with its expanded editorial staff and full
modernized technical facilities, is on an appropriate level in editorial and tehnical
aspects and that the newspaper carries out its assigned tasks. The Supreme
Assembly especially recommends that Svoboda put into effect previously accepted
goals in regard to increasing its circulation and renewing the publication of periodic
youth pages, literary-artistic supplements and other special pages and sections.
Keeping in mind the altered structure of our community, especially the fact that a
portion of our adult members and our community no longer speaks Ukrainian
satisfactorily, and recognizing the necessity of bringing information about
important events in Ukrainian life in the United States and Canada, the free world
and in enslaved Ukraine to the attention of English-speaking American and
Canadian citizens, the Supreme Assembly recommends that the formal character
of The Ukrainian Weekly be changed from that of a special publication for youth to
a general national English-language organ of the UNA with emphasis on special
page or inserts for Ukrainian youth.
To continue publication of the valuable children's monthly "Veselka" in the
Ukrainian language, and in the near future to renew thej?ublication of a separate
- quarterly edition of "Veselka" in the English language composed of selected
materials from the Ukrainian "Veselka" translated into English.
2. To continue publication of the valuable children's monthly "Veselka" in the
Ukrainian language, and in the near future to renew the publication of a separate
quarterly edition of "Veselka" in the English language composed of selected
materials from the Ukrainian "Veselka" translated into English.
3. To see to it that the annual UNA Almanacs are brought in line with the
contents of better American and Canadian publications.
4. To examine the needs and potential of other periodic UNA publication in
accordance with the demands of time and circumstances.
5. All periodic publications of the UNA are obligated to devote special attention
to UNA materials. All materials of general community and national interest should
have priority in UNA publications on their general pages; all special materials
designated for UNA members should be published together on separate pages or in
separate sections headlined UNA Tribune and should appear in Svoboda and The
Ukrainian Weekly in accordance with need, but not less frequently than once a
month.
6. All publications of the UNA should reflect on their pages the fact that the
UNA is an organization of Ukrainians of America and Canada and should give
appropriate attention to the events and needs of Ukrainian life in both countries.
Separate pages or sections on Ukrainians in Canada should appear when needed.
This refers especially to the UNA Tribune and youth pages.
7. Keeping in mind the necessity of appropriate coordination and constant
supervision over the daily work of the publishing department, which includes the
editorial and administrative offices and the print shop, the UNA Supreme
Assembly recommends that the Supreme Executive Committee examine the need
to create a separate position of director-coordinator to promote efficient
functioning of this department.
8. Keeping in mind the fact that the present minimal Svoboda subscription rate
for UNA members today does not even cover a small portion of its actual costs, the
UNA Supreme Assembly, approves the Supreme Executive Committee's return to
the earlier system of publishing The -Ukrainian Weekly and the setting of an
appropriate subscription fee and calls on the Supreme Executive Committee to
resume the previous practice of conducting one-month fund-raising campaigns in
the form of voluntary contributions to the Svoboda press fund.
9. The UNA Supreme Assembly calls on the Supreme Executive Committee to
inform members of the Supreme Assembly about all new book publications, and
after their release, to send all Supreme Assembly members free copies.
10: The UNA Supreme Assembly recommends, that the editorial boards of all
UNA publications join in and support the actions being conducted by the
associations of Ukrainian journalists in America and Canada in defense of noted
Ukrainian journalist Vyacheslav Chornovil, who is being persecuted by the
occupational Communist Russian regime.

Youth affairs
(Resolutions)
Organizing rewards
(Resolution)
Because the Ukrainian National Association is concerned with the future
To award one week's free stay at Soyuzivka to organizers who each year enroll 25 evolution and progress of the Ukrainian community in the diaspora, it realizes the
new members (including those holding ADD certificates and certificates awarded necessity of imbuing the youth of this community with a sense of their national
through lotteries), provided that they enroll at least 40 new members holding life identity and an awareness of their responsibility for the cultural,social and religious
insurance certificates during a two-year period, or 60 such members during a four- continuity of the community.
(Continued on page 12)
year period.
.,. . - .
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Greetings, recommendations and resolutions...
(Continued from page 11)

The Ukrainian National Association is aware that its own future depends largely
on the involvement of the younger generation in the United States and Canada.
Therefore, the Supreme Assembly of UNA presentsthe following resolutions to the
Supreme Executive Commitee:
1. To continue moral and material support to all Ukrainian youth and student
organizations, schools of Ukrainian subjects, private Ukrainian schools and
academies which have displayed diligent efforts in teaching Ukrainian youths all
aspects of their culture.
2. To provide financial assistance to youth organization summer camps, schools
or courses, and, whenever possible, to visit some of the larger camps in the United
States and Canada to show our interest in the affairs and needs of our youth.
3. To become actively involved in the planned summer games organized by
youth organizations which will be held in Toronto to counter the Moscow
Olympics, and to allocate funds for awards and metals to be bestowed on the
winning athletes in the name of the UNA.
4. To employ young organizers at Soyuzivka and assist them in carrying out a
campaign to enlist new members for the UNA during the upcoming summer season
at the resort.
5. To prepare an announcement for publication in The Ukrainian Weekly
asking Ukrainian youth and students to become UNA organizers for the summer.
6. To facilitate the participation of individual artists and artistic ensembles of
America and Canada in cultural exhibitions at Soyuzivka.
Toward the realization of the above-mentioned resolutions and others dealing
with organizing matters, we proposer a budget of їб,ООО.
Women's affairs
(Resolutions)
Whereas, it is in the interest of the UNA to foster the greater participation of the
new generation in Ukrainian life and especially in the UNA, now therefore, be it
resolved:
1. That the UNA sponsor the stay of two needy juvenile members between the
ages of 7 and 11 at the UNA Children's Camp at Soyuzivka this summer; and
2. That the UNA sponsor the performances of talented children on local radio
stations.
(Recommendations)
1. In this Decade of the Woman, we urge more UNA womerrto participate in
UNA branch and district committee meetings and activities and to assume officers
positions therein.
2. We also urge all UN A women to play a greater role in their local communities.
3. We encourage members of our local UNA district committees or branches to
welcome and assist, if necessary, new Ukrainian arrivals in their communities.
4. We further urge UNA women to enroll their children, grandchildren and
other members of their families as well as their friends in the UNA.
UNA seniors
(Recommendations)
The UNA Supreme Assembly, in keeping with proposals of the UNA Senior
Citizens Affairs Committee, recommends the following to the Supreme Executive
Committee:
I. To build a home for UN A seniors at Soyuzivka, and to this end we present the
following posible building plans:
(a). To resubmit as soon as possible an application .to .Housing and Urban
Development department (HUD) for funding for the project; or
(b). To immediately try and obtain a federal low-interest mortgage for the
project; or
(c). To solicit private donations from prospective tenants of the apartments in
the event that plans (a) and (b) do not succeed.

Troy, N.Y.
(Continued from page 5)

confidence for the outgoing board of
officers. The motion was unanimously
granted.
Next on the agenda was the election
of officers /or 1980-81. In addition to
Mr. Shewchuk. the following persons
were elected: Mr. Bilinsky, first vice
chairman; W. Kolodiy. English-lanNOTICE OF MEETING TO ALL
MEMBERS
The Special Annual Branch 8388 Membership
Meeting, will be held Wednesday. May 28.1980. at the
Ukrainian Catholic Club. Second and Thurlow Street.
Chester. Pa., at 7:30 p.m. It is important for all
members to attend this meeting!
1. Opening of meeting. 2. Report of President and
Treasurer. 3. Controllers report. 4. Discussion on
reports. 5. Discussion on future of Branch 8388. 6.
Elections. We strongly urge all members to plan to
attend this meeting.
In the event that there is no quorum at the time the
meeting is scheduled to begin, the opening will be
delayed for `h an hour. After this waiting period of Vi
an hour, the meeting will be brought to order with or
without the legal quorum and decisions will be legal
and binding on the Branch 8388. Meeting will atend S.
HAWRYSZ. UNA Organizer.
Wlliam J. Pastuszek.
President. Branch 8388

guage secretary; Mr. Durbak, Ukraini
an-language secretary: M. Sawkiw,
treasurer.

(d). Toward the realization of the project, the UNA should prepare the site and,
at its own expense, prepare plans and see to the legal requirements and formalities
of the project, and announce the acceptance of applications from persons wishing
to live in the proposed building, based on condominium ownership. In compensa
tion for donating land and other incurred expenditures, the UNA is entitled to a
number of apartment units in the complex, as well as the option to buy out
apartments that have become vacant as a result of an occupant's death, providing
that the individual has no immediate family.
,
2. To look after and care for any UNA seniors who are alone and lend any
assistance possible, and to call on all UNA branches and districts to assist in this
matter. If the need arises, to hire someone to oversee this objective and include his
salary in the budget.
3. To honor the memory of former outstanding members and leaders of the
UNA who have passed on, and to acknowledge their'Contributions in relevant
publications. Plans for any such tributes or articles should be handed over to the
Cultural Committee of UNA as soon as possible.
,
4. To follow through on recommendations -2.9,`4,5 and 6 proposed at last year's
UNA Supreme Assembly meeting.
Canadian affairs
(Resolutions)
The Canadian Affairs Committee members are: Sen. Paul Yuzyk, John Hewryk,
Wasyl Didiuk, Tekla Moroz, Bohdan Zorych, Maria Chuchmanl John Flis and
Ulana Diachuk. The commission decided that for improving organizing efforts in
Canada, a special Canadian budget was needed, the contents of which appears
below:
.1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
. 6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Rewards for two regional organizers
Rewards for branch organizers
Rewards for district organizers
Communication and publications
Secretarial commissions
Rewards for branch chairmen and treasurers
Travel expenses for two organizers
Regional and district meetings `
Cost of rperesentation
Publication expenses for "UNA in Canada"

Total

530,000
10,000
1,500
6,000
45,000
500
5,000
2,000
. 5,000
5,000

'

SI 10,000

The Commission of Canadian Affairs proposes that the upcoming 30th UNA
Convention be held in Toronto.
Sports
(Recommendations)
1. To allocate 58,000 for the 1980 Sports Committee budget.
2. In commemorations of the 25th anniversary of tennis tournaments at
Soyuzivka, we salute all competitors in the tournaments, particularly Mary
Dushnyck, and we thank all the tournament organizers for their hard work and
enthusiasm for.the-good-of Ukrainian sports.
3. To continue sponsoring competitions such as tennis and swimming at
Soyuzivka, and to award UNA trophies to the best athletes.
4. To financially assist UNA branches in organizing golf, bowling, soccer,
baseball, basketball and other sports competitions.
5. To work with and assist any sports groups or youth organizations which have
sports teams and whose members belong to the UNA.
6. The Sports Committee of the UNA declares its support for President Carter's
decision to boycott the Summer Olympic Games in Moscow.
7. We propose that the Sports Committee act as intermediary between all sports
organizations and the Supreme Assembly of the Ukrainian National Association.
Cultural affairs

(Resolution)

The auditing board consists of Mr.
Urban. W. Koshykar and W. Warshona.

In view of the major role which the UNA Cultural Committee, successor to the
former Educational Committee, has always had'in the fraternal, culturaleducational and publishing activities of the UNA, and
In view of the relevance and importance which these activities still have for our
After the elections, Mr. Orichowsky members, the Ukrainian community and the Ukrainian nation today,
gave an overview of the general status of
The UNA Supreme Assembly, in accordance with the circumstances and needs
the UNA. Among the points mentioned
of our time, and taking into account the practical needs and possibilities of the
were: in 1979. 2,600 members insured
realization of these activities, resolves:
J
for a total of S7.318.500 joined the
1. To reorganize the Cultural Committee which was created at last year's
UNA; young members take out insur-`
ance certificates for amounts ranging meeting and to include the following as members:
"1. The four Supreme Officers employed in the Main Office; Supreme Auditors
from S3.000 to S 10.000 but they are
difficult to enroll; the UNA`s engage Dr. Bohdan Hnatiuk, Prof. John Teluk, Mr. John Hewryk; the editor-in-chief of
Svoboda
and the managing editors of The Ukrainian Weekly and Veselka;
ment of a professional insurance sales
men did not achieve the desired results. honorary members of the UNA Supreme Assembly Dr. Jaroslaw Padoch and
editor-emeritus Anthony Dragan; and. as needed to .decide matters of scholarly
In his concluding address, Mr. Shew significance, the Cultural Committee should ask for the advice of the Shevchenko
chuk urged all to intensify their efforts Scientific Society, the Ukrainian Free Academy of Sciences and other scholary
in the organizing campaign and to make institutions by inviting their representations to meetings.
The Supreme Assembly of the UNA, on the recommendation of the Auditing
plans for the district's celebration of the
Committee, sets forth the following goals for the Cultural Committee:
85th anniversary of the UNA.
1. To plan fraternal, publishing, cultural and educational activities of the UNA
Mr. Shewchuk expressed the dis and aid in conducting them.
2. To plan and aid the UNA'S participation in the cultural activities of other
trict's appreciation to Mr. Orichowsky
and to all the members for their work. institutions and organizations.
3. The Cultural Committee is an advisory body of the Supreme Executive
The meeting was adjourned, and the
participants remained for a reception Committee. As such, upon the creation and approval of the proposed Cultural
which was prepared by Mesdames Foundation of the UNA, it will be responsible for the planning of the foundation's
activities.
Shewchuk and Sawkiw.
-'/....:..A-.:-. ..,.--,-:.-..-,. J...... ....-:.-;..:.L;.v:;i:-:
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Recognition for leadership...
(Continued from page 6)

national convention. Training of local
leaders is never completed. You can't
put training into a bottle and set it on a
shelf. Training is like the` rancher who
had the fastest horse in the world.
Nobody would race against him. So, the
rancher built a barn for the horse, and
painted a large sign on the barn which
read, "This is the fastest horse the world
has ever seen." The rancher neglected to
train the horse regularly and, a year
later, someone offered to let the horse in
a race. The horse finished dead last.
Humbled, the rancher changed the sign
on the barn to read, "This is the fastest
world this horse has ever seen." Train
ing is, indeed, a never-ending job.
In 1969, we also introduced the "100
percent CK of A family"; I'm sure many
of your societies also have a similar
program. This might be considered a
small item, but the certificate is nice,
and ^our families seem to appreciate it.
Branches compensated for projects

We began compensating our bran
ches for their fraternal projects in 1970,
based on four different categories.
Quite frankly, it has helped to increase
the activities of our more active bran
ches, and it seems that nothing we do
will help the inactive ones.
We introduced our Knight of the
Month award in 1974. Members are
recommended by other members of
their branch. They receive a very nice
certificate, presented at a local meeting,
and their picture and an article about
them appears in our monthly publica
tion. This has been very well received by
our, membership, but like everything
else, you have to keep your members
constantly stirred up to get their partici
pation and enthusiasm. It's like the guy
who puts 10 spoonfuls of sugar in his
coffee and doesn't stir it. It won't be very
sweet, will it? We in the home office can

supply the sugar, but someone has to
stir it. We followed up our Knight of the
Month with a Knight of the Year award,
and the recipient receives a very nice
statue of a knight in gold armor; not
expensive, but effective.
Our society has presented member
ship pins for many years. Each new
member receives a pin along with his
certificate. We`pfesent 10-, 25-and 50year pins. These are appreciated, espe
cially the 25- and 50-year pins. We've
found that presentation of these pins
provides an excellent reason for holding
meetings in an inactive branch; it gives
them a valid reason to get together..
We started our Branch of the Month
and Branch of the Year awards in 1974.
This again was a project to recognize
leadership on the local ievel and to
reward those branches which demon
strated true fraternalism and contri
buted to our fraternal activities.
Our society, since the very early
years, has been a family-oriented fra
ternal. We have always taken this for
granted and really didn't emphasize this
fact, however, until the NFC A deve
loped its theme of "Fraternalism Is a
Family Affair." In 1977 we introduced
our State CK of A Family of the Year
award. We developed this award to give
special recognition to that particular
family in a state that contributes signifi
cantly to our society's goals and pro
grams. Each family receives an ap
propriate certificate, recognition in our
publication and an invitation to our
national convention.
Two programs initiated in 1978
honor branches with the most CK of A
families and with the most family-oriented programs.
We also instituted a program several
years ago to waive the branch dues for
our members over 65 who have been
members of our society for 20 years or
longer. It was left up to our branches to
decide if thev wanted to participate in
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this fraternal program or not. Most do
participate, but some do not because
they need the dues for their fraternal
activities.
There are many other societies which
are recognizing their members in other
^ways, such as awarding appreciation
certificates for outstanding leadership,
recognizing wives of active members,
pastors, choirs, teachers, altar boys,
basically those people who have contri
buted to the society.
Our society has had a practice for
many, many years that I personally feel
shows appreciation where it is deserved.
Most of our dinners are prepared by our
members, and after each meal all the
cooks and helpers are invited back into
the hall for a standing ovation. I think
it's a nice sign that we do appreciate all
their work.
Nick Morris, president of the Sla
vonic Benevolent Order of the State of
Texas, gave us a very fine talk on
developing fraternal leaders and I'd like
to add one item to his presentation. We
have five requirements for a successful
local leader: enthusiasm, motivation
and the other three don't count. Unless
you have both, you have nothing and I
think the following story illustrates this
point.
We had a young, enthusiastic
member who was elected as a branch
ALONE IN OREGON. WOULD WELCOME

VISITORS-VACATIONERS
Large house.
Write: VER0A
2580 Simpson S.E.. Salem. Oregon 97301

president. At his first meeting he got up
and announced, "This branch is going
to walk." Everyone said, "Yes, brother."
He said, "This branch is not only going
to walk, but it's going to run." And the
members said, "Yes, brother, let her
run." Then he shouted, "Not only is this
branch going to run, but she's also going
to fly." And they agreed, "Yes, brother,
let her fly." And he said, "If this branch
is going to fly, then you members are
going to have to give of your time and
your talents." From the back of the
room, a small voice said, "Brother, let
her walk." Enthusiasm, yes; motivation,
no.
Fraternalism is love, and love is
giving, and I'd like to leave you with a
quote from an old English blacksmith.
"What, giving again, I asked in dismay,
and must I keep giving and giving away?
Oh no, said the angel, looking me
through, just give until the master stops
giving to you."
HELP WANTED
POSITION OPEN

ADMINISTRATOR
OF LARGE BUILDING COMPLETE CHARGE.
Some real estate administrative A
supervisory experience required.

Inquire:
(201) 451-2200

IF 3 '
UKRAINIAN DANCE CAMP
under the direction ol

ROMA PRYMA-BOHACHEWSKY
FOR YOUTH AGES 8-16
Verkhovyna, Glen Spey, N.Y. from August 3 - A u g u s t 16, 1 9 8 0
Program will consist ot: Ukrainian dancing ballet, arts і crafts and sports
Registration until June 30. 1980. For further information contact
ROMA BOHACHEWSKY. 523 East 14th Street. New York. N.Y. 10009. Tel. (212) 677-7187
G

La
THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION
is looking
for College Seniors and Graduates

FOR TRAINING
AS FRATERNAL INSURANCE SALESMEN
Good earning potential and all benefits.
Contact: JOHN O. FLIS, Telephone ( 2 0 1 ) 4 5 1 - 2 2 0 0

"TRYZUB"
announces

THE FIRST ANNUAL POCKET
BILLIARDS TOURNAMENT
in Philadelphia, Pa. on June 2 8 , 1980
Team and individual prizes.
For further information call: EMIL KRYSH at ( 2 1 5 ) 6 7 1 - 0 3 6 0
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by WolodymyrMeckiw
Illustration by Jacques Hnizddvsky

The tales of Leonid Hlibiv
by Wolody myr Macki w
Although the springtime sun shone
brightly through the window, it was
still rather cold outside. Mariyka was
left home alone with her grandmother
because her parents had gone to visit
friends in the neighboring town. She
had nothing to do and quickly became
bored. Finally she asked her grand
mother to suggest an activity.
"Grandma, please tell me an inter
esting story. I am alone and I am
bored. I would go visit my friend, but
mother told me not to go out any
where."
"Mariyka," the grandmother said,
"you are already a grown-up girl. You
are in the fourth grade, and you know
how to read. It would be much better if
you would read a story by yourself."
"1 would read something, but I like
the stories you tell most of all," said
Mariyka.
"Well, I have an idea," said the
grandmother. "Do you remember
learning about Leonid Hlibiv in
school? He was a famous poet and
author1 of stories. He wrote hundreds
of tales - stories which should be read
by young and old alike. Everyone can
learn something from his stories," the
grandmother told Mariyka.
"I would very gladly read some of
Hlibiv's stories, but please, grandma,
tell me more about this man," pleaded
Mariyka.
"All right, sit down here next to me
and listen. Leonid Hlibiv was born
March 3, 1827, in Poltavshchyna.
After finishing grammar school, he
studied at the high school in Poltava and
later at the lycee in Nizhyn. He worked
as a teacher in Chernihiv. All these
cities are east of the Dnipro River. It
was there that he began writing his sto
ries, poems and proverbs.
"Hlibiv's tales about animals are the
mosi interesting of all his works. And
there are so many of them! I'll name
just a few: 'The Swan, the Pike and the
Crab,' 'The Frog and the Bull,' 'The
Wolf and the Lamb,' 'The Bee and the
Flics.' "
"Grandma! I think 1 have already
read about 'The Bee and the Flies.'
This js a very, interesting story. 'I' re
member some of it: the lazy flies some
how found out that everyone lived bet
ter on the other side of the earth. They
wanted to fly there to see for themsel ves, and they tried to persuade the
bee to fly with them. But the bee did
not listen to them. The bee said: "I live
ver) well here in my native land. 1 work
hard and everyone admires me for
that.' "
"Yes, Mariyka, that is what the bee
said. And in those words there is a lot

of wisdom: you must love your native
land, and you must work for it and for
its people. That is why I recommend
that you read more of Hlibiv's stories.
Time will pass quickly and you will be
very pleased that you have read them.
You will also learn a lot. Hlibiv wrote
stories for that very purpose: so that
people could learn something from
them."
"Grandma, but where can I find
Hlibiv's stories?" asked Mariyka.
"Go to the school library. I am sure
that you will find Hlibiv's works there.
If you cannot, then try the city library.
They have some Ukrainian books there
also. It would also be good if you read
some of his stories to your friends."
Mariyka thanked grandmother for
the good advice. On Saturday, when
she went to the School of Ukrainian
Subjects, she stopped by the school
library.
When she came home, she shouted
in happiness, "Grandma, I borrowed a
book of stories by Leonid Hlibiv.
Thank you again for the advice!"

Among the birds living on lakes,
ponds, rivers and bays, swans attract
the most attention to themselves.
Swans are related to geese and are
among the largest of water birds. They
appear to be very serious and majestic.
They are covered with white feathers
and have long flexible necks. Some
species, however, have dark, almost
black feathers.
Swans weight about 40 pounds and
have long, powerful wings. Swans are
migratory birds, and during the sum
mer months they can be found in the
far north, even on the shores of the
Arctic Ocean and other northern seas.
In the winter they return to the warmer
climates of the south, where the water
does not freeze. America, Europe,
Australia and other parts of the world
are inhabited by swans.
Swans feed on fish, worms, seeds
and leaves of certain plants which
grow in the water or on the shores of
lakes and rivers. They become accus
tomed to people easily. In areas where
people live, swans often swim to shore
for food which the people give them.
Sometimes they will even accept food
from peoples' hands.
Swans build their nests in places
where they are not easily found by peo

ple. These nests are large and. tall, so
that water does not flood them. A fe
male swan lays from five to seven eggs,
and keeps them warm with her body
until the small, gray swans hatch. The
little swans start swimming with their
parents early in life. Sometimes they
climb onto their mother's back and
travel on the water in this way.
The little swans grow very quickly.
In two to three months they will have
grown enough so that when it becomes
colder and the water starts to freeze,
they will be able to make the long jour
ney south for the winter.
Swans are beautiful birds. They are
kept in parks or on ponds near the
houses of wealthy people as objects of
beauty. Their voices are similar to
those of geese. There' are beliefs that a'
swan sings the most beautifully before
its death.
Many poets and authors have writ
ten about swans.

Ілюстрація Ніни МРИЦ

Ромам ЗАВАДОВИЙ

НА ДИТЯЧІЙ МАСКАРАДІ
Ми ідем на маскараду
Із татусем - не сами,
У розсміяній громаді
Забуваємо, хто ми.
Лесь - уже не Лесь, а лицар,
Галя - мавка польова,
А Маруся білолиця
Не Маруся, а - сова.
Гей, кого нема між нами:
Є стрільці і козаки,
Є князі і пишні дами,
Летуни і моряки.

Є тут навіть у скафандрах
Астронавти із ракет,
Що, забувши астро-мандри,
Свій сюди звернули лет.
Не боїться зайчик лиса,
Не боїться вовк стрільця,
І ведмідь кудлатий з лісу
Тут ласкавий, мов вівця.
Всі веселі, жваві, раді Вовк і вивірка метка,
На дитячій маскараді
Всі танцюють гопака.
`
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Oleksander Koshetz, famous conductor і
by Osyp Zalesky
Oleksander Koshetz, one of the
world's most famous choir conductors,
was born on September 12, 187S in the
village of Romashky, near. Kiev, Uk
raine. He was the son of a priest.
Oleksander began studying music at
an early age, when he joined the church
choir. Later he attended the music
school of Mykola Lysenko in Kiev, and
became conductor of the student choir
at the University of Kiev. He gave
singing lessons in schools, and for some
time was the conductor at the Ukrainian
theater. Following the example of his
teacher and the greatest Ukrainian
composer, Mykola Lysenko, he wrote
down Ukrainian folk songs in Ukrai
nian villages, mainly in the Kuban
region.
Koshetz became famous in 1919
when the government of the Ukrainian
National Republic asked him to or
ganize a mixed choir. This choir was
called the Ukrainian Republican Сареі–
la, and under the direction of Koshetz it
traveled to the countries in western
Europe on a concert tour. Its goal was
to popularize Ukrainian music and song
among foreigners and to display the
high artistic level of Ukrainian choirs.
In this way the choir was to aid the
Ukrainian.National Republic in its
quest for recognition of its sovereignty
and independence. The choir achieved
remarkable success. It left audiences
spellbound by its beautiful renditions of
Ukrainian folk songs in arrangements
by composers such as Mykola Lysenko,
Mykola Leontovych, KyryloiStetscnko,
Oleksander Koshet t and others.

Under fire!
by Roman Zavadovych

WORD CAMOUFLAGE
The most populated ' cities of Ukraine
Hidden below are the names of 25 cities in Ukraine with populations of over
100.000.
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It was at this time that Leontovych's
"Shchedryk'` became known and ad
mired the world over. Today it is sung
by many American choirs during the
Christmas season.
Music critics throughout the world
gave excellent reviews to Koshetz and
the Ukrainian Republican Capella.
Later Koshetz immigrated with some
of the members of this choir to the
United States, where he organized
several choirs and went on concert
tours. Koshetz's Ukrainian National'
Choir appeared at the New York
World's Fair in 1939.
Koshetz eventually settled in Winni
peg, Manitoba in. Canada, where he
taught musk, conducted choirs and
composed works for choirs. He died in
Winnipeg in 1944.
tarily stunned the Russian soldiers. Not
knowing that an Austrian troop train
had just emerged from its station, the
Russian soldiers halted their advance
and dove, for cover.
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Answers to the previous jumble: Liubizh, Sasyk, Svytiaz, Volianske, Tur, Bile,
Orikhove, Pulmo, Donuzval, Vyhonivske.

The Ukrainian Sich Riflemen occu
pied the right flank of the Austrian
Mystery word: Hudylo.
(Continued on page 16)
defense perimeter around the town of
Sianik. This was their first taste of
battle. Their orders were to hold the
line until stronger Austrian units were
moved up to the front.
A fierce battle was already underway
Story: Roman Zawadowycz
Illustrations: Petro Cholodny
for about half an hour. Despite the
heavy losses suffered by the Russian
troops, the Muscovites continued to
XI РОЗДІЛ: - ЗА БОЯРІВНУ
CHAPTER XI - THE NOBLE MAIDEN
advance toward the Riflemen's tren
ches. They seized two forward lookout
points and moved toward the Rifle
men's positions along the ditches. The
Russian' troops seemed to be countless.
The Austrian artillery pounded the
Russian troops mercilessly from a dis
tance of about 200 paces.
All of a sudden, the surrounding area
was stunned with the notorious Russian
battlecry: "Ura-a-a, ura-a-a!" The
sound of the attacking Russian troops
even drowned out the rifle and ma
chine gun fire. The first lines of the
Високо-високо підкинув на ра
Russian soliders were given the order
Ще за великого князя київсько
Над Дніпром, біля Києва, чорні
дощах булаву переможець Кожу
to seize the Austrian trenches. It ла глибока „Змієва печера".
го Володимира велетень-Кожун'я–
м'яка,
і вона аж через годину впа
ка вбив тут змія.
looked as if the Russian troops would
ла вниз.
flood the trenches as a river floods the
The victorious Kozhemyaka threw
fields in the spring.
Way'back in the days of the great
his mace joyously high-high in the
On the bank of the Dnieper, near
Kievan
prince
Volodymyr.
the
giant
air,
and it did not come down for an
A terrifying explosion, followed by a Kiev, there loomed a deep "DragKozhemyaka killed a dragon there.
hour.
loud noise, smoke and fire, momen on'e Cave".

Bohuta The Hero

T H E U K R A I N I A N WEEKLY

Under fife!
(Continued from page 15)

The Austrian soldiers and Ukrainian
Riflemen took advantage of`this brief
lull in the fighting to place their dead
and wounded on the train and\retreat
to safer grounds.
Just before the train was to liave, a
young boy in Boikian clothes dashed
toward one of the platform cars'.
"Wait, don't leave. r W a rifle
men," he cried out waving his bloodied
arm.
"Who are you," he was asked.
"That is Vasylko," replied a soldier
who recognized him. "Faster, jump on
the car. You are wounded."
The wound was a small one. Vasylko
covered it with a hankerchief and
FOR SALE

hopped on the car just as it was pulling
out.
"Good work, soldier," said Capt.
Semeniuk. "That pouch of Russian re
ports will certainly be useful."
Vasylko wanted to smile, but the
train entered a tunnel. The Riflemen on
the last cars cried out farewell to the re
sidents of Sianik and pledged to return.
"We shall return. Not only will we
free our mountains, but our valleys,
Halych, Lviv, Volhyn and Kiev, as
well," they said.
The Ukrainian Sich Riflemen
realized that this was their first taste of
battle and that it was the beginning of a
long and difficult struggle to liberate
their native land. How long with the
struggle last — a year, ten a hundred?
The Riflemen believed that their efforts
and blood would not be wasted. They
knew that one day in Kiev, on the St.
Sophia Square, near the monument of
Bohdan Khmelnytsky, an independent
- Ukraine would be proclaimed.
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Reagan, Aiello, other officials to attend...
(Continued from page 3)

Roma Scchan Нгйіеща

The Volia dance ensemble promotes the sixth Ukrainian Festival at Livingston
Mall (above) and at the N J . entrance to the Holland Tunnel .(below). In the photo
below, from left, are: (front) director Walter Yucheniuk, Ihor Naumenko, Mark
Pogoda, accordionist Mike Koziupa, (back) Halia Naumenko, Ela Pogoda, Mary
Ann Turko and Ola Wasichko.

EXXON GARAGE S GAS STATION
Fully equipped. Excellent Front End Machine.
2 apartments above garage. З'/i acre lot in
rear.
Route 2 0 9 . Wawarsing. N.Y.

Call evenings 1-914-647-6509
or 647-6671

VACATION
FLORIDA V A C A T I O N
RENTAL PROPERTY
We offer a beautifully furnished 1 bedroom
condominium which sleeps 4 persons in Port
Charlotte located near Warm Mineral Springs
on the Gulf of Mexico. J125Vwk or
S200./2 wks. Call for information R.
SLIPATCHUK - (215) 245-7600 or (215)
969-8186. - We can also assist you in pur
chasing a future homesite in this growing
Ukrainian Community.

Kerhonkson. N.Y

LOTS FOR SALE
Next to Soyuzivka and church.
Please call:

SAE KAE INTERNATIONAL
REAL ESTATE

(201) 6911230 or (516) 822-4636

As part of this public relations plan to
get the message to non-Ukrainians.
Volia, a Ukrainian dance ensemble
from Carteret under the direction of
Walter Yurcheniuk, has been perform
ing in shopping malls thoughout New
Jersey. Clad in traditional Ukrainian
dress, the group performs
several
BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY

NO PLACE LIKE SOYUZIVKA!

FOR SALE BY OWNER

SOYUZIVKA

RAINBOW DINER

Route 209. Kerhonkson. New York
(914) 626-7442

tor a week, or two. or tfnee

Eiquisite natural surrounding, renovated rooms, home made recipes. 8 tennis courts,
volleyball courts, Olympic sire swimming pool, entertainment sports, special weekend concert
programs

Tennis Camp
Children's Camp
(FOR YOUNGSTERS age 7 to 11)
BOYS - J U N E 2 1 to JULY 5. 1 9 8 0
GIRLS - JULY 5 to JULY 1 9 . 1 9 8 0

Ukrainian Cultural Courses
JULY 20 to AUGUST 9. 1980

Folk Dance Workshop
AUGUST 10 to AUGUST 2 3 . 1 9 8 0

Name Address

HOUSE TO SHARE
Female Ukrainian student or professional
wanted to share 3 bedroom furnished home
in N J . Rent of" S200 includes utilities and
parking. N.Y. bus on corner. Write to:
Ms. K. Keene. P.O. Box 444
New Milford. N.J. 07646

5 minutes from Soyuzivka

It's the best place to be for a sunny, enjoyable vacation!

JUNE 2 1 to JULY 2. 1980
BOYS and GIRLS age 12-18

MISCELLANEOUS

Includes an operating business (diner, equip
ment, supplies 8 name), land and large
modern ranch house. Very reasonably priced.

BEAUTIFUL ESTATE OF THE UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASS'N
IN THE ROLLING CATSKILLS NEAR KERHONKSON. N.Y.

Make your reservations now -

Ukrainian folk dances, explains a bit
about Ukrainian dancing, and informs
shoppers/spectators that they can learn
more if they attend the Ukrainian
Festival. After the performance is over,
the group hands out pamphlets about
the festival and chats with interested
people.
`On Friday, May 16, Volia did this
type of publicity stunt at the New
Jersey entrance of the Holland Tunnel.
Volia will be performing in the after
noon program at the sixth Ukrainian
Festival.

HELP WANTED
j

SUPERINTENDENT WANTED

I
ї
I

35 families. Bronx, work out. located No.
Kingsbridge Rd.. near Grand Concourse.
Call Monday after 10 a.m.

(212) 794-8886

Г^
CABINET MAKERS
Fully experienced, all phases of furniture.
Union shop, Good salary and benefits. 5 mi
nutes from Manhattan. Must sreak English.
Call ( 2 0 1 ) 7 9 5 - 4 4 0 4

шшш2^ттщшшштшшшшшшштШ8шштщшт\
WANTED:

EXPERIENCED ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER
for the Home of Ukrainian Culture at the Ukrainian Orthodox Center in So. Bound Brook. N.J.
QUALIFICATIONS:

UKRAINIAN ORTHODOX CHURCH UKRAINIAN NATIONAL ASSOCIATION ESTATE
Kerhonkson. N.Y. 12446
Tel.: (914) 626-5641

'

" ``"

a General acquaintance with Ukrainian and American Governmental. Community, and Cultural
Organizations and Agencies and public relations experience in this field,
a Fluent understanding and use of both Ukrainian and English.
a Salary negotiable. A modem apartment with electricity, heat, and telephone will be provided,
a All interested individuals should contact the Consistory by the 1st of June. 1 9 8 0 .

"ADMINISTRATOR"

P.O. Box 495. So. Bound Brook. N.J. 08880 a Tel.: (201) 356-0090
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